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Abstract
The interaction of aerosol particles with clouds still is one of the largest uncertainties
in modern climate projection and weather forecast. Depending on their chemical com-
position and size, atmospheric aerosol particles act as cloud condensation nuclei CCN
and ice nuclei IN during cloud formation. They determine the initial size distribution of
the cloud droplets and ice crystals. As a consequence, aerosol particles have an impact
on the optical properties and microphysical processes of clouds, thus inducing various
feedback processes influencing precipitation, radiation, and the state of the atmosphere.
In this thesis, the online-coupled model framework COSMO-ART is extended to in-
vestigate the interaction of atmospheric aerosol particles with clouds on the regional
scale taking the formation and anthropogenic and natural emission of aerosol particles
into account. With the new model version it is possible to simulate the formation of
cloud droplets and ice crystals on the basis of the physical and chemical properties of
the aerosol particles, as well as the subsequent impact on cloud microphysical processes
and optical properties.
The impact of natural and anthropogenic aerosol particles on cloud properties and
precipitation is studied and quantified for Western Europe in two case studies, which
focus on different aspects of the aerosol-cloud interaction.
In the first study it is shown that the cloud droplet number concentration of clouds
is correlated with the structure of the terrain, and a terrain slope parameter TS is pre-
sented to classify this dependency, which can be used to improve the parameterization
of subgrid-scale updrafts in the activation parameterizations of climate models. It is
highlighted that the spatial distributions of clouds and CCN are closely related. High
aerosol and CCN number concentrations are found in the vicinity of clouds at high al-
titudes, where the nucleation of secondary particles is enhanced. The net response of
the hourly precipitation rate to changes in the aerosol is quantified for a period of two
days. It is shown that changes in the aerosol trigger positive and negative changes in
the precipitation rate of almost the same amount with a slight tendency to an increase in
precipitation due to less CCN and vice versa. On the average, clouds with a liquid water
path of approximately 0.85 kg m−2 are most susceptible to aerosol changes.
In the second study the impact of dust particles on clouds, radiation, and 2-meter
temperature is investigated for a Saharan dust event that occurred in Europe in May
2008. The impact of dust particles on liquid clouds is low during the event because of
the dominant anthropogenic and sea-salt CCN. Adding a hygroscopic coating to the dust
particles lowers the maximum water saturation during cloud formation and, hence, does
not increase their impact on liquid clouds significantly. The impact of dust on ice clouds
at temperatures below 235 K also is negligible because of the dominant homogeneous
freezing of the numerous liquid aerosol particles. The largest impact of dust particles
on cloud properties is found in the temperature range between 235 K and 273 K. At
these temperatures, the dust particles increase the ice crystal concentration significantly
and have an impact on the glaciation of mixed-phase clouds. Consequently, the optical
properties of the clouds are modified, which causes a decrease of the incoming shortwave
radiation at the surface. As a result, the 2-meter temperatures decrease up to -1 K. It is
shown that during the day the difference in the 2-meter temperatures caused by the dust-
cloud interaction is comparable in magnitude to the direct impact of dust particles on
radiation. The overall impact of the dust on clouds and radiation causes systematically
lower 2-meter temperatures of up to−1.8 K in the dust-affected regions in Europe during
daytime. At night, the 2-meter temperature is increased in some parts of Europe due to
the direct impact of the dust on longwave radiation. It is found that the simulated change
in 2-meter temperature due to the interaction of the dust with clouds and radiation can
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The atmosphere of the Earth is composed of gases and suspended liquid and solid parti-
cles with different sizes, shapes, and chemical compositions. The best known particles
of the atmosphere are the droplets and crystals of clouds and precipitation, since they
can be seen easily by the human eye and experienced daily. Nevertheless, most of the
particles in the atmosphere have much smaller sizes and are only perceived occasion-
ally, when the particle concentration is very high. These particles are referred to as
atmospheric aerosol particles.
Aerosol particles and clouds are of special interest to mankind, because they govern
the atmospheric branch of the hydrological cycle by the formation of precipitation, and
on the other hand, they strongly modify the radiation budget of the atmosphere by scat-
tering and absorption of radiation, which has an influence on the overall energy budget
of the atmosphere-earth system. As a consequence, anthropogenic and natural changes
of the amount, distribution, or properties of aerosol particles and clouds are, regionally
and globally, of great social and economic importance.
1.1. Particles in the Atmosphere
Atmospheric aerosol particles have diameters ranging from a few nanometers to several
micrometers. Their sources are nucleation from gaseous precursors, which are usually
generated by photochemical processes, or direct emissions by anthropogenic activities
or by the natural release of particles at the surface. The first group is referred to as
secondary aerosol particles and the latter as primary aerosol particles. Primary aerosol
particles have diameters in the order of a few micrometers and include, for instance,
mineral dust and sea salt particles. Secondary particles usually consist of mixtures of
sulfate, ammonium, nitrate, organic matter, and water. Freshly nucleated particles have
diameters of a few nanometers but grow by condensation of vapors or by coagulation
with other particles to diameters in the order of several hundred nanometers. Particles in
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the size range between approximately 0.1 µm and 2 µm have the longest lifetime in the
atmosphere in the order of several days, since larger particles sediment rapidly under the
influence of gravity.
Aerosol particles can grow by the condensation of water vapor onto the particles. If
moist air is supersaturated with respect to water, for example as a result of adiabatic
cooling in an updraft, some particles are able to grow quickly to diameters of 10 µm.
These particles are then referred to as cloud droplets. Aerosol particles that grow to the
size of cloud droplets are termed ’activated’ and the corresponding rapid growth of the
particles is referred to as ’activation’ of the aerosol particles. Whether or not an aerosol
particle can be activated depends on its size and chemical composition.
Further growth of cloud droplets is governed by the collision and coalescence of the
droplets, since condensational growth of droplets slows down with increasing droplet
size. The efficiency of collision and coalescence of droplets strongly depends on their
size distribution. During their growth, the fall velocity of the droplets increases and once
the droplet exceeds approximately 50 µm in diameter, the updrafts inside the cloud are
not sufficient to keep the drops suspended. These large drops will precipitate and reach
the surface, unless they fall through subsaturated air and evaporate. They are usually
termed raindrops.
At temperatures lower than approximately -35 ◦C, droplets can freeze spontaneously
and form ice crystals. Apart from this so-called homogeneous freezing, ice particles
can form at higher temperatures, if solid aerosol particles, e.g. mineral dust or soot
particles, initiate the freezing of super-cooled droplets or directly serve as deposition
nuclei. These mechanisms are referred to as heterogeneous freezing. Ice particles occur
in the atmosphere in various sizes and shapes. Small ice particles with a dimension of
less than 5 mm that are grown by the deposition of water vapor are usually termed ice
crystals, whereas large precipitating ice particles are referred to as snow, graupel, or
hail depending on their size and density. The formation and growth of these large ice
particles with sizes from several millimeters up to a few centimeters at the maximum are
governed by the collision of ice particles with each other, termed aggregation, as well as
by collisions of ice crystals with cloud droplets and raindrops, termed riming.
In short, the formation of aerosol particles, clouds, and precipitation is a sequence of
chemical and physical processes involving liquid and solid particles with sizes of several
orders of magnitude. As a consequence, aerosol particles, clouds, and precipitation have
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to be considered a coupled system to understand their interaction and quantify their
potential impact on the state of the atmosphere.
1.2. Aerosol-Cloud Interaction
At the end of the 19th century, Aitken (1880) and Coulier and Mascart (1875) discovered
that cloud droplets only form when aerosol particles serve as cloud condensation nuclei,
CCN. This was consistent with the finding of Thomson (1871), who showed that the
water vapor pressure for which a droplet is in equilibrium with its environment increases
massively with decreasing droplet size, causing small droplets to evaporate very quickly.
Aitken (1880) also noted that the activation of these particles depends on their chemical
composition. He found that natural salts as well as particles produced by burning sulfur,
which is the case when burning fossil fuels, are very efficient CCN. As a consequence,
he hypothesized that the optical and microphysical properties of fogs and clouds are
influenced massively by anthropogenic activities. The theoretical basis of the activation
of hygroscopic aerosol particles was derived by Köhler (1936), who described the water
vapor pressure at which an solution droplet is in equilibrium with its environment as a
function of its size and chemical composition.
Based on the latest findings on droplet nucleation, Wegener (1911) hypothesized that
the freezing of water in the atmosphere is also driven by solid particles serving as a
nuclei for ice formation. He pointed out that, in contrast to the droplet nucleation, the
surface properties of the particles, rather than their chemical composition, determine
whether they can act as an ice nuclei IN and hypothesized that dust particles dispersed
from the ground are effective ice nuclei, because of their crystalline structure similar to
the structure of ice.
Wegener (1911), Bergeron (1935), and Findeisen (1938) postulated that precipitation
is produced in a cloud by the efficient growth of ice particles by deposition at the expense
of water droplets in the cloud due to the difference in the saturation water vapor pressure
over water and ice. Based on their work, first experiments were carried out to modify the
properties of clouds and the initiation of precipitation by seeding the cloud with artificial
ice nuclei (e.g. silver iodide) from airplanes (Kraus and Squires, 1947).
From atmospheric measurement data, revealing that droplet concentrations in cumuli
over the continent and over the ocean vary significantly and that ice-free clouds over
3
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the continent seemed to be inefficient in producing rain, Twomey and Squires (1959)
concluded that this is caused by variations in the CCN population. They pointed out that
continental clouds exhibit large droplet concentrations, because continents are major
sources of CCN and that as a result of the greater number concentrations, the droplets
are smaller than in maritime clouds, which in turn may explain why ice-free continental
clouds are less efficient in producing rain.
Squires (1958) also hypothesized that the low cloud droplet concentrations over the
ocean are partly caused by the presence of giant sea salt particles which inhibit other
smaller particles from acting as a CCN by decreasing the maximum water vapor pressure
reached during cloud formation. This competition of aerosol particles for water vapor
and its impact on the maximum water vapor pressure reached during cloud formation
were described theoretically by Twomey (1959) for an ascending isolated air parcel.
With the knowledge of the strong coupling of aerosol particles, clouds, and precipi-
tation, the impact of anthropogenic perturbation of the atmospheric aerosol on weather
and global climate moved into the scientific focus. Twomey (1977) pointed out that
the increasing pollution of the atmosphere causes an increase in cloud optical thickness
(Fig. 1.1) due to the shift of the cloud droplet size distribution towards smaller and more
numerous droplets, which has a significant impact on the reflection of solar radiation by
thin clouds in particular and might cause an increase of the planetary albedo and, as a
consequence, may have a long-term cooling effect on the global climate.
Apart from this change in the cloud optical properties, Albrecht (1989) hypothesized
that the impact of aerosol perturbations on warm rain formation affects the low-level
cloudiness over the oceans. In detail, he pointed out that an increase in the aerosol
concentration causes a reduction in drizzle, which causes the liquid water content of
shallow clouds to maintain longer and potentially increases the cloud lifetime (Fig. 1.1).
As a consequence, the increase in cloud cover increases the global albedo. In contrast to
the enhancement in cloud reflectivity associated with a decrease in droplet size, however,
the net effect on global climate is more complicated to estimate, because the budget of
terrestrial radiation is also modified by an increase in cloud cover. Nevertheless, the
increase in the atmospheric aerosol concentration and its impact on the optical properties
and microphysical processes of clouds are expected to cause a net cooling effect, which
is assumed to be of the same order of magnitude than the heating effect, caused by the
emission of trace gases like CO2 (Charlson et al., 1992).
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Fig. 1.1.: Illustration of the impact of aerosol particles on clouds as proposed by Twomey (1977)
and Albrecht (1989). Initially, the optical thickness and albedo of the clouds are higher
for high aerosol concentrations (C1 in comparison to P1) because of the smaller cloud
droplets, known as Twomey effect or first indirect aerosol effect. Smaller cloud droplets
are less efficient in forming precipitation by collision and coalescence (P2 in compar-
ison to C2). As a result, the cloud cover can be maintained longer, which results in a
higher cloud optical thickness and albedo for high aerosol concentrations (P3 in com-
parison to C3), known as Albrecht effect or second indirect aerosol effect.
1.3. Aerosol-Cloud Interactions in Numerical Atmospheric Models
With the establishment of numerical models as a powerful new tool to solve the three-
dimensional equations of hydrodynamics, first attempts were made to consider the im-
pact of the aerosol-cloud interaction on clouds, weather, and climate and to quantify the
complex feedback processes.
In numerical model studies difficulties are due to the fact that individual studies can
only resolve processes on a specific scale due to the limited availability of computer
power. As a consequence, numerical studies have to represent physical processes on
smaller scales in terms of admittedly oversimplified parameters and can account for the
impact of processes on larger scales only by appropriate boundary conditions. This is
a major problem in simulating the aerosol-cloud interaction, because the related pro-
cesses cover scales from nanometers to kilometers, but are of similar importance to the
quantification of the impact on weather and climate.
For this reason, numerical atmospheric models had to focus on individual processes
of the aerosol-cloud interaction. Typically, these were either the cloud microphysical
processes studied with cloud-resolving models, CRMs, for spatial domains up to a few
square kilometers or the impacts on the global radiation budget and consequently climate
studied with global circulation models, GCMs. In CRM simulations, the distribution of
5
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aerosol was assumed to be constant within the domain in most studies, which can be
justified by the small model domains and short time scales. In GCMs the temporal and
spatial variation of the aerosol had to be considered, but GCMs are constrained to very
coarse spatial resolutions and simplified representations of the aerosol, the related chem-
ical processes, and the cloud microphysics because of the limited computer resources.
The first studies using GCMs to quantify the radiative impact of the aerosol-cloud
interaction on climate revealed a reduction of the net incoming radiation at the top of
the atmosphere (defined as negative "radiative forcing") and therefore a cooling effect of
the atmosphere-earth system of approximately -1 W m−2 (Boucher and Lohmann, 1995,
e.g.), but with an uncertainty in the same order of magnitude. In these studies, sulfur
was used as a surrogate for atmospheric aerosol and coupled with the cloud droplet num-
ber concentration by empirical relations. The treatment of aerosol and clouds improved
significantly during the last years, by including more sophisticated cloud microphysics
as well as aerosol particles with varying chemical composition and size distribution
(Lohmann and Feichter, 2005). Modern GCMs include physically based parameteriza-
tions of the aerosol activation (Ghan et al., 2011) and are able to qualitatively capture the
response of the average cloud properties of stratiform liquid clouds to variations in the
aerosol (Quaas et al., 2009). But even though the spatial resolutions of GCMs improved
with the development of modern high-performance computer systems, they are still too
coarse to resolve cloud systems and the high variability of the atmospheric aerosol, with
typical horizontal resolutions exceeding 100 km. As a result, the uncertainties in the
quantification of the climate impact of the aerosol-cloud interaction are still high.
The current estimates of the radiative forcing attributed to individual components of
the atmosphere, as presented in the last report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC, 2007), are given in Fig. 1.2. Long-lived greenhouse gases like carbon
dioxide and methane have the strongest positive forcing and, hence, a warming effect on
climate. Their radiative forcing, which is influenced massively by anthropogenic activi-
ties, is well understood and the uncertainties are low in comparison to their magnitude.
The radiative forcing related to the interaction of the aerosol with radiation and clouds
is estimated to be negative and, hence, has a cooling effect on climate, which partly
counteracts the warming effect due to the greenhouse gases. But as stated in the IPCC
report (IPCC, 2007), the magnitude of the aerosol effect and especially the interaction
with clouds are very uncertain, due to our poor understanding of the complex feed-
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Fig. 1.2.: Global mean radiative forcings of individual components of the atmospheric system
from 1750 to 2005 as estimated in the fourth IPCC assessment report (IPCC, 2007).
The time scales are estimates for the period of time the radiative forcing would persist
after the emissions of the components ceased. For CO2 no estimate is given. (Taken
from IPCC, 2007)
back processes. Consequently, our knowledge of the aerosol-cloud interaction has to be
strongly improved to understand and quantify the impact of anthropogenic activities on
the Earth’s climate.
One reason for our poor understanding of the aerosol-cloud interaction is the variety
of cloud types and their complex responses to variations of the aerosol. To improve our
understanding of the microphysical processes in clouds and how they respond to aerosol
variations, studies using CRMs were carried out. The impact of aerosol changes on the
formation of precipitation is one of the most discussed processes (Khain, 2009; Stevens
and Feingold, 2009; Small et al., 2009; Levin and Cotton, 2009; Rosenfeld et al., 2008)
in the scientific literature. Simulations of single clouds and cloud clusters showed that
depending on the cloud type, the influence of aerosol changes on cloud microphysics
can affect precipitation amounts very differently, especially in the case of mixed-phase
clouds (Khain, 2009, and references therein). Stevens and Feingold (2009) pointed out
that the impact of aerosol variation on clouds and precipitations is highly non-linear due
to feedback mechanisms with cloud microphysics, cloud dynamics, and the enviroment
of the cloud. As a consequence, an increase in the CCN concentration can cause either
7
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an increase or a decrease in the precipitation amount depending on the cloud type and the
environmental conditions. Although CRMs are a powerful tool to understand the micro-
physics and cloud dynamics, they are limited to small domains and short time scales. As
a result, some feedback processes with surrounding clouds cannot be considered, which
may explain contradictory estimations of the precipitation response to aerosol variations
of different CRM studies (Stevens and Feingold, 2009).
1.4. Mesoscale Modeling of Aerosol-Cloud Interactions
Studies using GCMs and CRMs cannot resolve processes on horizontal scales from a
few to some hundred kilometers (mesoscale) due to too coarse grid meshes and too
small model domains, respectively. This is a major shortcoming with regard to the in-
teraction of aerosol and clouds, because clouds are strongly affected by processes on
the mesoscale where the diurnal cycle is the most relevant time scale. There are squall
lines, fronts, tropical and extratropical cyclones, and topographically driven processes
like mountain waves, and sea and land breezes, for instance. Consequently, these pro-
cesses have to be considered in numerical studies to improve our understanding of the
aerosol-cloud interaction and to quantify the impact of natural and anthropogenic aerosol
variations on cloud optical properties and precipitation.
Recent studies demonstrated that mesoscale numerical models can represent the in-
teraction of aerosol particles with clouds and the advantages of their use with different
complexities of the aerosol representation. In the studies of Cheng et al. (2007); Ivanova
and Leighton (2008); Mühlbauer and Lohmann (2009); Li et al. (2009); and Cheng et al.
(2010) aerosol dynamics was accounted for and coupled with cloud microphysics. These
studies investigate the impact of different aerosol concentrations defined as initial con-
ditions for the simulations, on the distribution of precipitation for different case studies,
but the emission and photochemical formation of aerosol particles are not considered.
The distribution of aerosol particles on the mesoscale is very variable in space and
time, due to the very localized sources and the limited lifetime of aerosol particles in the
troposphere in the order of hours to days. In addition, spatial distribution of aerosol par-
ticles is not independent of the cloud distribution (Engstrom and Ekman, 2010), because
both are influenced by the same dynamic features, such as the daily cycle of the bound-
ary layer height and the dynamics associated with front systems or convection. For this
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Fig. 1.3.: Scales of atmospheric processes and model systems: A turbulence and single particles;
B convection; C mesoscale processes; D lows and highs; E planetary waves. The axes
are logarithmic in time [s] and distance [m]. Figure adapted from DWD (2012).
reason, mesoscale models have to explicitly simulate aerosol particles as a prognostic
variable on the basis of natural and anthropogenic emissions and, in doing so, can help
understand the correlations in the distributions and properties of aerosol particles and
clouds.
Solomos et al. (2011) investigated the interaction of sea salt and mineral dust particle
emissions with clouds in the south-eastern Mediterranean, photochemical formation of
anthropogenic particles was not considered. A simple sulfur cycle using given climato-
logical monthly means of the oxidants producing sulfuric acid, which is able to nucleate
aerosol particles or condensate, is treated together with emissions of mineral dust and
sea salt by Zubler et al. (2011b,a) in a simulation with a rather coarse horizontal res-
olution of 50 km to investigate the impact of the anthropogenic increase in the aerosol
burden over Europe on a decadal time scale.
The formation and growth of secondary aerosol, which is dominant in the atmosphere
in terms of number concentration, strongly depends on gasphase chemical processes,
especially on the photochemical production of low-volatile sulfuric acid vapor. Besides
sulfuric acid vapor, the growth and chemical composition of aerosol particles depends on
9
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the concentration of gaseous ammonia, nitric acid vapor or semi-volatile organic vapors.
As a consequence, a comprehensive treatment of gasphase chemical processes is crucial
to the simulation of the atmospheric aerosol distribution, and, since the activation of
aerosol particles strongly depends on their size and chemical composition, also to the
simulation of the aerosol-cloud interaction.
In contrast to typical air quality applications, the simulation of feedback processes
among gases, aerosol particles, clouds, and the state of the atmosphere require an online
coupling of the gas-phase and aerosol modules with the meteorological core of the model
framework, which means that the prognostic equations of aerosol particles, gases, and
hydrometeors are solved in consistency with temperature, pressure, and wind on the
same grid within a simulation time step. In general, only a few model systems exist,
which fulfill this requirement (Zhang, 2008) and only two are capable of simulating
aerosol-cloud interactions (e.g. Ghan et al., 2011).
One model system is an extended version of WRF/CHEM (Weather Research &
Forecasting Model, including gas phase and aerosol CHEMistry) developed by Chap-
man et al. (2009), who extended the one-moment bulk microphysics scheme by a prog-
nostic treatment of the cloud droplet number concentration and by the mechanistic
aerosol activation parameterization of Abdul-Razzak and Ghan (2002). With this model
system the interaction of aerosol particles with the liquid cloud phase can be inves-
tigated. Based on WRF/CHEM simulation results for the northeastern United States,
Ntelekos et al. (2009) pointed out that increasing concentrations of aerosols can lead to
either enhancement or suppression of precipitation and that shifts of the rainfall accu-
mulation distribution occur when realistic aerosol, including emissions and chemical re-
actions, concentrations are included in their simulations. Zhang et al. (2010) studied the
chemistry-aerosol-cloud-radiation feedbacks over the continental U.S. in January and
July 2001 and detected a slight decrease in precipitation which originated from ice-free
clouds. Forkel et al. (2011) studied the response of the chemical composition of the at-
mosphere to changes in temperature and clouds triggered by the aerosol-cloud-radiation
interaction using with WRF/CHEM framework.
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Fig. 1.4.: Feedbacks considered in COSMO-ART. Gray arrows indicate feedbacks introduced in
this study.
1.5. The Model Framework Used in This Thesis
In this thesis the regional-scale model system COSMO-ART (Consortium for Small-
scale Modeling – Aerosols and Reactive Trace gases, Vogel et al., 2009) is used and de-
veloped further. COSMO-ART is based on the non-hydrostatic model system COSMO
(Baldauf et al., 2011), which is online-coupled with comprehensive modules for the
description of gas phase chemistry and aerosol processes. COSMO is used for opera-
tional weather forecast by the national weather service of Germany DWD (Deutscher
WetterDienst) and, hence, validated well. COSMO-ART includes parameterizations of
the aerosol optical properties and due to online coupling, the model system can be used
to study and quantify the feedback processes among atmospheric chemistry, aerosol
particles, radiation, and the state of the atmosphere. As a first step towards a repre-
sentation of the aerosol-cloud interaction in COSMO-ART, Bangert (2008) extended
the cloud scheme by prognostic cloud droplet number concentrations and a parameter-
ization of aerosol activation. Vogel et al. (2009) validated the model in terms of the
simulated aerosol mass concentration for Europe and quantified the impact of anthro-
pogenic aerosols on atmospheric radiation and temperature. They found a reduction of
6 W m2 in global radiation and a decrease of the 2 m-temperature of 0.1 K for the area
of Germany. Studies quantifying the impact of natural aerosol particles on atmospheric
radiation and temperature were presented by Stanelle et al. (2010) for dust particles in
Africa and Lundgren (2010) for sea salt particles in the Mediterranean. A comprehen-
sive validation of the model system in terms of trace gas concentrations and aerosol
chemical composition and size distribution was presented by Knote et al. (2011).
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In this thesis the representation of aerosol-cloud interactions in COSMO-ART was
developed further by introducing state-of-the-art parameterizations for all processes re-
lated to the aerosol-cloud interaction, such as aerosol activation, homogeneous and het-
erogeneous freezing of aerosol particles, cloud microphysics, and cloud optical proper-
ties. Table 1.1 compares the new extended COSMO-ART with two comparable model
systems in their most recent versions. To this date, the new COSMO-ART version has
provided for the most comprehensive treatment of the chemistry-aerosol-cloud-radiation
interaction in a mesoscale model system. It can simulate all components of the atmo-
spheric systems, including gases, aerosol particles, and cloud hydrometeors as well as
their interactions with a comparable level of complexity. A simplified overview of the
feedbacks considered in COSMO-ART is given in Fig. 1.4.
1.6. Objectives of this Thesis
In this thesis the new extended model version of COSMO-ART is introduced and used
to answer scientific questions arising from our current knowledge of the aerosol-cloud
interaction.
The activation of soluble inorganic aerosol particles to cloud droplets is understood
well and can be described by the classical Köhler equations (Köhler, 1936). The acti-
vation of particles with a significant organic fraction is not yet described well, mainly
because organic aerosol is hard to characterize (Jimenez et al., 2009). The activation
of insoluble particles like dust and soot particles was neglected for a long time in at-
mospheric studies, but can be described by novel approaches (Kumar et al., 2009). If
the size distribution and properties of the aerosol particles are known, the corresponding
cloud droplet number concentrations observed at the cloud base can be predicted well,
as shown by detailed in-situ aircraft measurements (Fountoukis et al., 2007).
Although homogeneous and heterogeneous freezing of aerosol particles can be de-
scribed theoretically by using classical nucleation theory (Pruppacher and Klett, 1997),
many parameters are uncertain or unknown. Parameterizations based on lab or field
measurement studies are used to describe these processes with empirical relationships
in atmospheric models (e.g. Phillips et al., 2008; Koop et al., 2000; Lohmann and Diehl,
2006; Hoose et al., 2008; Storelvmo et al., 2008) and few are based on nucleation theory
(e.g. Hoose et al., 2010b). The most important IN in the atmosphere are mineral dust
12
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Tab. 1.1.: State-of-the-art online-coupled mesoscale model systems, including the treatment of
chemistry-aerosol-cloud interactions. Mechanistic parameterizations are based on a
solution of the saturation equation during activation and ice nucleation.
COSMO-ART WRF/CHEM COSMO-M7
particulate phase
aerosol module MADEextendedsoot MOSAIC M7
size distribution MODAL BIN MODAL




soot • • •
sea salt • •
mineral dust • •
number of modes/bins 11 8 7
gas phase
gas phase RADMKA CBM-Z sulfur cycle
prognostic species 60 52 3
representation of aerosol-cloud interaction
cloud droplets two-moment two-moment two-moment
activation mechanistic mechanistic empirical
ice crystals two-moment one-moment two-moment
ice nucleation mechanistic (not coupled) empirical
aerosol↔ liquid clouds • • •
aerosol↔ ice clouds • •
drop size↔ radiation • • •
crystal size↔ radiation • •
reference This study Zhang et al. (2010) Zubler et al. (2011b)
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particles, because of their efficient ice-nucleating ability and high number concentrations
(Field et al., 2006; Möhler et al., 2006; Hoose et al., 2008). Other IN in the atmosphere
are biological particles, which are very efficient, but occur in low number concentrations
compared to other IN (Hoose et al., 2010a), and soot particles, which are less efficient,
but may reach high number concentrations in the atmosphere (DeMott, 1990; Möhler
et al., 2005). Due to the different freezing mechanisms, the variety of aerosol properties,
and the potential effect of soluble coatings, quantitative description of homogeneous
and heterogeneous freezing in the atmosphere still is uncertain and subject to current
research.
Observations of the aerosol-cloud interaction are limited to well-defined cloud sys-
tems, especially stratiform clouds in the pacific. They show that there is a significant
correlation of aerosol concentration and droplet concentration at the cloud base (Twohy
et al., 2005). An in-situ measurement of the aerosol impact on cloud optical properties is
challenging because of the complex feedback processes with cloud microphysics, cloud
dynamics, and the environment, see Twohy et al. (e.g. 2005); Roberts et al. (e.g. 2008).
As discussed by Koren et al. (2010), quantifying the aerosol-cloud interaction with satel-
lites is challenging, because clouds and aerosol properties cannot be measured at the
same point and numerous artefacts affect the retrieval of their properties. Additionally,
the distributions of clouds and aerosol particles are not independent, since they both are
influenced by atmospheric dynamics, humidity, and temperature (Engstrom and Ekman,
2010). Understanding the correlation of the cloud and aerosol distribution is crucial to
the interpretation of satellite-derived measurements of the aerosol-cloud interaction.
The current estimate of the contribution of aerosol-cloud interaction to global radia-
tive forcing derived with GCM simulations is −0.7± 0.4 W m−2 (Quaas et al., 2009).
Recent mesoscale simulations highlighted the strong variability of the response of cloud
optical depth to CCN variations (Zhang et al., 2010; Chapman et al., 2009). The im-
pact of increased IN concentrations on cloud properties and the radiation budget is un-
certain. An increase in IN concentration is assumed to decrease the lifetime of mixed-
phase clouds due to more intense precipitation triggered by the effective glaciation of the
clouds (e,g, Lohmann and Hoose, 2009), whereas measurements in regions with abun-
dant mineral dust particles showed that mineral dust significantly increases the ice crys-
tal number concentration, the consequence being a decreasing precipitation rate (Min
et al., 2009). Long-term lidar measurements showed that in the presence of high mineral
14
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dust concentrations, the amount of ice-containing clouds is 30 % higher at temperatures
between −10 ◦C and −20 ◦C (Seifert et al., 2010). The impact of aerosol particles on
ice clouds forming at temperatures lower than −35 ◦C depends on the competition of
heterogeneous freezing involving IN with homogeneous freezing of liquid aerosol parti-
cles. Depending on the updraft velocities, an increase in IN may therefore also decrease
the ice crystal number by inhibiting homogeneous freezing (Barahona et al., 2010a).
Understanding and quantifying the impact of aerosol variations on precipitation still
are challenging tasks of current research. Depending on cloud type and atmospheric con-
ditions, an increase in CCN may increase or decrease the precipitation amount in single
clouds, as shown in numerous CRM studies (e.g. Khain et al., 2008; Khain, 2009). Ice-
free clouds tend to produce less precipitation, if the aerosol concentration is increased,
whereas the precipitation amount produced by convective mixed-phase clouds tends to
increase due to an invigoration of the cloud dynamics (e.g. Rosenfeld et al., 2008; Seifert
and Beheng, 2006a). The development of mixed-phase clouds is susceptible to the IN
number concentration. An increase in efficient IN can cause an effective glaciation of the
mixed-phase clouds and potentially increase precipitation (Lohmann and Hoose, 2009).
On the contrary, further increase in IN will result in smaller ice crystals that fall more
slowly. Consequently, the formation of precipitation is less effective (Lebo and Seinfeld,
2011).
In summary, the aerosol-cloud-precipitation-radiation interaction still is far from be-
ing understood because of the numerous feedback processes involved (IPCC, 2007;
Stevens and Feingold, 2009).
With COSMO-ART, the properties and spatial and temporal distributions of atmo-
spheric aerosol particles can be simulated on the basis of secondary formation as well
as anthropogenic and natural emissions without needing given distributions of gaseous
precursors or particles. As a consequence, feedback processes related to the chemistry-
aerosol-cloud-radiation interactions can be simulated on the regional scale, which allows
to improve our understanding of the aerosol-cloud interaction. Based on our current
knowledge of the aerosol-cloud interaction, different questions are addressed.
Understanding the correlation of the aerosol and cloud distribution is indispensable for
quantifying the aerosol-cloud interaction with measurements.
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• Are there systematic patterns in the distributions of aerosol number and mass con-
centration as well as cloud droplet number concentration? Are there close links
between them?
• Is there a relation among the aerosol, topography, and cloud droplet number con-
centrations?
The impact of aerosol on cloud microphysics can affect precipitation amounts very dif-
ferently, especially in the case of mixed-phase clouds as shown by numerous studies.
• How are precipitation patterns altered when the interaction of aerosol particles
and cloud processes is taken into account on the regional scale? Are there any
systematic effects?
Global and regional climate studies as well as satellite observations showed that aerosol
particles have an effect on the global statistics of cloud properties with consequences for
the global energy budget of the atmosphere-earth system.
• Is there any significant aerosol impact on cloud properties and the radiation bud-
get on short time scales, especially during extraordinary aerosol events like dust
storms?
• How strong is the impact of Saharan dust events on the 2-meter temperature and
the state of the atmosphere over Europe? Are there consequences for operational
weather forecast?
In the following sections the basic physical concepts of the aerosol-cloud interac-
tion will be discussed and implementation of these processes in the model framework
COSMO-ART will be presented. Finally, the scientific questions will be discussed based
on two case studies.
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The interaction of aerosol particles and clouds involve processes on multiple scales.
They range from the nucleation of liquid and solid particles on the scale of just a few
nanometer to the growth of droplets on the scale of several micrometers up to the dy-
namics of cloud systems and the hydrological cycle on the scale of several kilometers.
In the following, the basic theoretical concepts describing the interaction of aerosol
particles and clouds are introduced.
2.1. Formation of Hydrometeors in the Atmosphere
To understand why aerosol particles are most important for the formation of clouds in
the atmosphere, one has to understand the formation of hydrometeors in the atmosphere
in general. The nucleation and growth of a liquid or solid particle in the atmosphere can
be described by thermodynamic theory.
The thermodynamic state of a system can be defined by one of its thermodynamic
potentials. In the following we will use the Gibbs free energy G, which is commonly
used to describe the thermodynamics of phase changes. For a mixture of n components






where µl is the chemical potential and nl is the number of moles of component l.
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Fig. 2.1.: Growth from aerosol to rain drop
2.1.1. Gibbs Free Energy Change of Droplet Formation
The formation of a pure water droplet, index d , from water vapor, index v is accompanied
by a change in G:
∆G = Gd−Gv
= µwnw + µv(nt−nw)+πD2σv,w−µvnt
= (µw−µv)nw +πD2σv,w,
[2.2]
where nt is the total number of moles in the system and D is the diameter of the droplet.
We introduced the term πD2σv,w, which is the free energy associated with the interface
between the droplet and the water vapor, where σv,w is the surface tension of the water-
water vapor interface, index v,w, and represents the amount of energy needed to increase
the surface by one unit area. Assuming that water vapor is an ideal gas, µv can be
expressed as a function of the water vapor pressure e (Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006, p.
442)
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where R is the universal Gas constant, T is the temperature and µv is the standard chem-
ical potential defined at e = 1013.25hPa. The difference in the chemical potential
between the liquid water and the water vapor can be derived by (Fletcher et al., 1962)




where e◦ is the water vapor pressure in chemical equilibrium with the water surface. The





For S = 1 the water vapor is in chemical equilibrium (µv = µw) with the water surface.





where ρw is the density of water and Mw is the molar mass of water. Substituting Eq.








Figure 4.2 shows the behavior of ∆G as a function of D for different values of S. For
S < 1, ∆G is always positive, but for S > 1 a maximum ∆G exists. The diameter





The second law of thermodynamics states that a system at constant pressure and tem-
perature tends to decrease G by irreversible processes until a minimum G is reached. At
the minimum G the system is in a stable thermodynamical equilibrium. A particle in
thermodynamic equilibrium with its surrounding mother phase will not grow or shrink,
as the net fluxes of matter and energy at the particle surface are zero. In case of ∆G
accompanied with the formation of a droplet with diameter D we have a maximum in
G (G = G0 + ∆G, where G0 is the Gibbs free energy before the droplet formation) for
S > 1 at D = D∗. At this point the droplet is in a metastable thermodynamical equilib-
rium (dG/dD = 0). Small changes in D will either cause the droplet to grow in case of
a small increase in D (e.g. because of a collision with a molecule) or shrink in case of
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Fig. 2.2.: Change in Gibbs free energy for the formation of droplets as a function of drop diameter
for three different saturation ratios calculated with Eq. 2.7.
a small decrease in D. For S < 1 the droplet will always shrink, decrease G, until it is
completely evaporated.
Rearranging Eq. 2.8, the equilibrium saturation ratio Seq of a pure water droplet can






RT ρwD , [2.9]
which is known as the Kelvin equation. In equilibrium the water vapor pressure eeq over
a curved interface always exceeds the vapor pressure over a flat surface e◦.
2.1.2. Classical Nucleation Theory
Even though the nucleation of droplets and particles depends on the collision and cluster
formation of a few molecules, one can use thermodynamic (macrophysical) arguments
to describe the conditions for the formation of stable nuclei. The initial cluster size has to
exceed the critical diameter D∗ to grow further, otherwise the cluster will shrink again.
To form a cluster of size D∗ the energy ∆G(D∗) = ∆G∗ is needed. The height of this












We see that for increasing S the energy barrier and the critical diameter decreases. To
derive the nucleation rate, we need to know the number concentration of molecule clus-
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ters New/v, which are in a metastable equilibrium (∆Gw/v equals ∆G
∗
w/v). If we assume
a constrained equilibrium of the clusters within the vapor, their distribution obeys the
Boltzmann distribution (Fletcher et al., 1962) and we get







where Ṅ is the total number concentration of molecules in the system and k is the Boltz-
mann constant. The nucleation rate per unit time and per unit volume Jw is determined by
the rate by which molecules collide with the surface of the critical clusters (Pruppacher










where βw/v is the rate at which a critical cluster gains a molecule by collision with the
vapor molecules and Zw/v is the Zeldovich factor, which accounts for deviations from the
assumed equilibrium cluster concentration and the loss of molecules from the clusters.





where ṁw is the mass of a single water molecule. This derivation of the nucleation rate
is commonly referred to as classical nucleation theory, CNT. One should note that even
though the derivation is shown for the homogeneous nucleation of a water droplet , the
derivation holds for the nucleation of ice in water vapor by replacing the properties of
water with the corresponding properties of ice in Eq. 2.2 to Eq. 2.13 and assuming a
spherical shape of the nucleated crystals.
Nucleation rates for a pure water droplet and ice crystal calculated with CNT are given
in Table 2.1. Even if S is unrealistic high compared to conditions in the atmosphere the
nucleation rates of pure ice and water are negligible. Therefore, the formation of hy-
drometeors in the atmosphere requires the nucleation and growth of aerosol particles,
which contain other substances that nucleate more efficiently under atmospheric con-
ditions. The main contributor to particle nucleation in the atmosphere is sulfuric acid
vapor (Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006, p. 520). Even for small amounts of sulfuric acid
vapor and S < 1, nucleation of sulfuric acid droplets is induced in the atmosphere.
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Tab. 2.1.: Nucleation rates of ice and water at a temperature of -12◦ C and S = 2 (Pruppacher and
Klett, 1997, p. 203)
Jw 1.9e−112 cm−3 s−1
Ji 9.2e−394 cm−3 s−1
2.2. Diffusional Growth of Aerosol Particles
The diffusional growth of an aerosol droplet depends if the droplet is in thermodynamic
equilibrium with the surrounding humid air or not and can be calculated by (Pruppacher




















ka is the thermal conductivity of air and lw,v is the latent heat of evaporation. The dif-
fusivity of water vapor in air onto the droplet D′v depends on the size of the droplet and









where Dv is the diffusivity of water vapor in air neglecting non-continuum effects and
αc is the accommodation coefficient that expresses the probability of a water vapor
molecule remaining in the liquid phase upon collision (Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006, p.
546). If S > Seq the droplet will grow by condensation of water vapor and if S < Seq the
droplet will shrink by evaporation until S = Seq. To calculate the growth of a specific
aerosol particle both S and Seq have to be know.
2.2.1. Equilibrium Saturation Ratio of a Solution Droplet
For conditions of thermodynamic equilibrium the water vapor pressure surrounding a
pure liquid water droplet is given by the Kelvin equation Eq. 2.9. For a solution droplet
we can replace e◦ with its equivalent over the solution e◦s to derive the equilibrium water
vapor pressure of a solution droplet
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Applying Raoult’s law we can determine the water vapor pressure over a flat solution









Here, nw is the number of moles of water and ns the number of moles of the solute. If
Equation 2.18 is valid, the solution is termed ideal. In a non-ideal solution an effective














To calculate Seq one has to determine αw. For an ideal solution αw equals xw. Combining
the volume of the solution droplet
1
6
πD3 = nwυw +nsυs, [2.22]
where υw and υs are the mole volumes of water and of the solute, and the definition of














where we made use of ln(1 + y) ≈ y for y→ 0. Equation 2.24 is known as the Köhler






where νs is the dissociation factor of the solute, Dp is the dry diameter of the dissolved
particle, and ρs is the density of the solute. Because inside a cloud the ambient saturation
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ratio is very close to 1, we can replace lnSeq with the supersaturation seq which is defined
as


















2.2.2. Equilibrium Saturation Ratio of a Solid Aerosol Particle
The equilibrium saturation ratio of an aerosol particle is given by Eq. 2.21. In case of a
soluble aerosol particles αw in Eq. 2.21 can be expressed by the mole fraction of water
in the solution droplet, which results in the Köhler equations (Eq. 2.24 and Eq. 2.27).
For insoluble particles, e.g. dust, this classical theory can not be applied, because Seq is
now affected by another physical process namely the process of physisorption of water
vapor on the particle surface (Kumar et al., 2009). In this case αw can be determined by






where AFHH and BFHH are empirical constants, and Θ is the surface coverage (defined
as the number of adsorbed layers of water molecules). AFHH characterizes interactions
of adsorbed molecules with the aerosol surface and adjacent adsorbate molecules (i.e.,
those in the first monolayer). BFHH characterizes the attraction between the aerosol
surface and the adsorbate in subsequent layers; the smaller the value of BFHH, the greater
the distance at which the attractive forces act (Sorjamaa and Laaksonen, 2007). AFHH





where D̂w is the diameter of a water molecule adsorbed at the particle surface (Kumar
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where we made us of seq ≈ lnSeq.
Solid particles can potentially get hygroscopic coatings due to the condensation of
gaseous compounds (e.g. sulfuric acid vapor), chemical reactions at their surface, or
collision and coalescence with a droplet containing solutes (e.g. in a cloud). This so-
called aging of solid particles in the atmosphere decreases the supersaturation needed
for their activation. For thin coating the effect of adsorption on seq has to be considered
together with the effect of the solute. Kumar et al. (2011) presented a unified approach
combining Köhler with FHH theory in the calculation of the water activity:




where εi = Vi/Vp is the insoluble volume fraction of the particle with Vp being the total
particle volume and with Vi being the volume of the insoluble part. Substituting Eq. 2.32
in Eq. 2.21 using the definition of xw (Eq. 2.19) we get an equation for seq combining













where εs = 1− εi is the soluble volume fraction of the particle. Note that, in contrast to
the derivation of Eq. 2.27, the volume of the particle that is incorporated into the droplet
was not neglected.
2.2.3. The Concept of Activation
For a given supersaturation s of the ambient air, the diffusional growth of soluble or
solid aerosol particles can be calculated by Eq. 2.14 using Eq. 2.27, Eq. 2.31, and Eq.
2.33 to determine seq of the different particles. In Figure 2.2.3 the evolution of seq with
droplet diameter is shown for different initial dry aerosol particles sizes. The maximum
of seq is called the critical supersaturation scrit of the aerosol particle. If s is lower than
scrit the droplet can grow only until s = seq (Eq. 2.14) is reached. If s is greater than
scrit the droplet will grow and seq can reach scrit. During the further growth seq will
decrease (Eq. 2.27, Eq. 2.31, and Eq. 2.33) and as a result cause a continuous and
accelerating growth of the droplet (Eq. 2.14). Because the aerosol droplet will grow fast
to the size of a cloud drop when seq reaches scrit, the aerosol droplet is called activated.
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Fig. 2.3.: Equilibrium supersaturation for droplets containing dissolved sulfur particles (left) and
solid mineral dust particles (right) with different dry diameters calculated with Eq. 2.27
and Eq. 2.31 respectively
The corresponding processes is referred to as the ’activation’ of the aerosol particle. The
value of scrit is a function of the properties of the initial dry aerosol particle and can be













We see that scrit is independent of the wet droplet diameter D and a function of the
chemical properties and the size of the dissolved dry aerosol particle. For increasing Dp,
scrit decreases. The corresponding droplet diameter at scrit is given by substituting Eq.





where Dcrit = D(scrit) is the critical droplet diameter for activation. The aerosol droplet
has to grow to the size of Dcrit to get activated. One should note that usually aerosol ac-
tivation is treated as an instantaneous process, assuming that the aerosol particles have
sufficient time to grow to Dcrit, when s is larger than scrit. In case of very large aerosol
particles this assumption can cause errors in the calculation of activation, since the parti-
cle growth is proportional to D−1 (Eq. 2.14), which means they grow too slowly to reach
Dcrit during the typical time when s exceeds scrit. Such mass transfer limitations on the
growth rate, which cause deviations from the assumption of instantaneous activation, are
referred to as kinetic limitations (Nenes et al., 2001).
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For insoluble solid particles a similar relationship of scrit and Dp can be derived based
on Eq. 2.31 of the FHH activation theory or Eq. 2.33 in case of solid particles with a
soluble coating. In contrast to soluble particles, the maxima of Eq. 2.31 and Eq. 2.33
have to be calculated numerically to derive scrit. Kumar et al. (2009) suggested that scrit
for solid particles can be written analogous to Eq. 2.34 in the form
scrit = CDcp, [2.36]
where c and C are constants depending on AFHH and BFHH (see Eq. 4.5 and Eq. 4.6).
If the chemical composition of a given aerosol number density size distribution nN(Dp)
does not vary with size, a corresponding number density distribution n∗N(scrit) in super-

















where c is the exponent in Eq. 2.36 and equals −3/2 for hygroscopic particles (Eq.
2.34). For a given s, all particles with scrit ≤ s will get activated (neglecting kinetic






which is commonly referred to as the CCN spectrum of an aerosol population. The
number concentration of cloud droplets formed during cloud formation is therefore de-
termined by CCN(smax), where smax is the maximum supersaturation that occurs.
2.2.4. Calculation of Supersaturation in an Ascending Air Parcel
During the formation of a cloud s is mainly determined by the adiabatic cooling rate,
which causes an increase in s, and the condensation of water, which causes a decrease
in s. These two processes counteract each other and determine the variation of s in time.
Neglecting mixing processes with the environment and diabetic cooling, the variation of








for an ascending air parcel, where αw is the contribution with respect to the adiabatic
cooling of the ascending air parcel and γ
ρa
dmc
dt is the contribution with respect to the
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condensation rate of water in the parcel. mc is the mass concentration of cloud water,
and w is the vertical velocity of the parcel. The factors α and γ depend on pressure,
















where g is the gravitational acceleration, Ma is the molar mass of air, and cp the specific
heat capacity of air at constant pressure. One should note, that for the derivation of Eq.
2.39 it was assumed that S = 1+ s≈ 1. This can be justified by the fact, that s is usually
lower than 10−2 during cloud formation. The condensation rate is determined by the
condensational growth of the aerosol particles. Because the growth of particles before
their activation is small in comparison to their subsequent growth, only the particles with
scrit ≤ s given by Eq. 2.38 are considered in the calculation of the condensational growth
























Substituting Eq. 2.43 in Eq. 2.39 the maximum supersaturation smax that occurs











′)ds′ = 0. [2.44]
for smax.
To determine the number of activated aerosol particles during cloud formation, one
has to solve the equation system given by Eq. 2.38 and Eq. 2.44. Because a direct
analytical solution is not possible, further assumptions have to be made or a numerical
solution has to be performed.
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2.2.5. Solution of the Supersaturation Balance Equation
Following Twomey (1959), we assume that beyond the point of activation seq decreases








and is not influenced by curvature or solute effects anymore. We can integrate equation
2.45 from time τ , when s equals scrit, to the time tmax, when smax is reached, and get the





















To determine the maximum supersaturation we have to calculate the condensation inte-












An analytic calculation of I(0,smax) is not possible. For this reason, Twomey (1959)






and one can neglect D2(τ) in Eq. 2.48. For the supersaturation integral Twomey (1959)








Applying Eq. 2.49 and substituting Eq. 2.50 in Eq. 2.48, we get the condensation
















Fig. 2.4.: Evolution of supersaturation (solid line) with time applying the assumptions of
Twomey (1959). The area below s(t) given by the integral
∫ tmax
τ
sdt is approximated by







; lower bound for the supersaturation
integral) or the grey area (upper bound for the supersaturation integral).





Assuming that the droplet is in equilibrium with the parcel supersaturation until activa-
tion, we can substitute D(τ) at the time of activation with the diameter Dcrit given by Eq.
2.35:




Applying Eq. 2.52 and substituting Eq. 2.53 in Eq. 2.48, we obtain the condensation








Following Twomey (1959), we derived a lower (Eq. 2.51) and upper (Eq. 2.54) bound
for the condensation integral, which can be used in Eq. 2.47 to estimate the upper and
lower bound of smax.
Twomey (1959) performed the integration of Eq. 2.51 with a supersaturation distribu-
tion of n∗N(scrit) = abs
a−1
crit to predict the upper bound of smax and consequently the upper
bound for CCN(smax) = bsamax, where b and a are constants depending on the assumed
aerosol population (e.g. b = 125 and a = 1/3 for a so-called maritime aerosol population
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and b = 2000 and a = 2/5 for a so-called continental aerosol population). This form of
CCN(smax) was widely used in numerical atmospheric models that lack the explicit sim-
ulation of aerosol particles. For studies with detailed information of the properties of the
aerosol population more sophisticated parameterizations have to be used. To determine
the supersaturation with respect to ice si and the maximum supersaturation with respect
to ice si,max in an ascending air parcel with nucleating ice crystals (e.g. during the for-
mation of cirrus clouds) Eq. 2.39 to Eq. 2.44 can be formulated with respect to ice. One
should note that the assumption Si = 1+ si ≈ 1, which was made in the derivation of Eq.
2.39 for water saturation, is not valid since si can reach values in the order of 0.5 in the
atmosphere and therefore Eq. 2.39 becomes more complex if formulated with respect to
ice.
2.3. Nucleation of Ice Crystals
Ice crystals can nucleate in the atmosphere in different ways, depending on temperature,
saturation with respect to ice, and available aerosol particles. As shown in Table 2.1
the direct nucleation of ice crystals from the gas phase is negligible in the atmosphere.
Therefore, the formation of ice crystals requires the freezing of water droplets or solid
particles on which ice crystals can nucleate. Freezing of water drops without the pres-
ence of solid aerosol particles is refereed to as homogeneous freezing and does not occur
at temperatures above -33◦ C in the atmosphere (Fletcher et al., 1962). If solid particles
are present, ice crystals can form at higher temperatures, which is referred to as hetero-
geneous freezing. At temperatures lower than ≈ -20◦ C ice crystal are found to nucleate
on the surface of insoluble aerosol particles. This process is referred to as deposition
freezing. If the air is saturated with respect to water ice crystals can be formed with the
help of insoluble particles at temperatures up to ≈ -10◦ C. Ice crystals can form simul-
taneously with the condensation of water on a solid particle (Condensation freezing),
or in the liquid phase that already surrounds a solid particle (Immersion freezing) or by
collision of a supercooled drop with a solid particle (contact freezing). Figure 2.5 shows
a sketch of the different freezing mechanisms.
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Fig. 2.5.: Freezing mechanisms in the atmosphere.
Homogeneous Freezing
The homogeneous freezing of a water droplet can be described by the classical nucle-






where βi/w is the collision rate of water molecules with an ice cluster and Nei/w the dis-
tribution of critical ice clusters in the water. The nucleation of an ice crystal inside a
water droplet is accompanied with a reorientation of the water molecules, breaking the
water-water bounds and formation of water-ice bounds. Hence, an additional energy
barrier, which can be expressed by the Gibbs-free energy ∆G‡ has to be passed to form
a new ice phase in equilibrium with the surrounding water. In this case the collision rate











where Ṅ‡ is the number of water molecules in contact with unit area of the ice surface
and h is the Planck’s constant.Using this definition in the equation for the nucleation rate
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where ∆G∗i/w is defined accordingly to Eq. 2.10 with respect to ice and water instead
of water and water vapor. We see that for the initiation of homogeneous freezing of the
droplet two energy barriers (∆G∗ and ∆G‡) have to be passed. For temperatures above
−33◦ C the nucleation rate of freezing droplets is negligible. For lower temperatures
Ji,hom increases rapidly and ice germs can nucleate in the liquid, initiating the homoge-
neous freezing of the droplet.
Given a population of droplets, the decrease in number concentration N due to freez-






where we assumed that the droplets freeze by one nucleation event per drop. After





The number concentration of frozen droplets N∗i after time t is then








Thus, the number of frozen droplets increases with time, which is due to the stochastic
nature of freezing.
Heterogeneous Freezing
Ice crystals are found to nucleate in the atmosphere at temperatures up to -5◦ C when
solid aerosol particles are present. In case a solid particle is immersed in a water droplet
the energy needed for ice germ formation ∆G∗i/w,het is decreased on the particle surface
in comparison to ∆G∗i/w of homogeneous freezing. This reduction can be describe by




where fi is a geometric factor depending on the contact angle between the cap of the ice
molecules and the particle surface, the critical cluster size (Eq. 2.8), and on the particle
size. For a particle with a perfect ice nucleating ability fi = 0, which means their is no
energy barrier at all. If the particle does not interact with the nucleating droplet fi = 1,
which equals the energy barrier for homogeneous freezing. The nucleation rate of ice
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crystals Ji,het,imm per unit area of the immersed solid particle in the droplet can be derived












where Ṅs is the number of water molecules in contact with unit area of the solid aerosol
particle.
In case solid aerosol particles are not immersed, ice crystals can directly nucleate on





where ∆G∗w/v is given by Eq. 2.10. The nucleation rate of Ji,het,dep per unit surface and









where in this case Ṅs is the number of adsorbed water molecules per unit area of the
particle surface, which can be calculated assuming a steady state of adsorption and des-
orption fluxes (Pruppacher and Klett, 1997, p. 299f). The nucleation rate decreases
rapidly for particles with a radius less than 0.1 µm (Fletcher et al., 1962).
The number of nucleated ice crystals for a population of solid aerosol particles with
diameter Dp can be calculated analogous to the approach for homogeneous freezing by
assuming that the heterogeneous freezing is a stochastic process





where Dp is the diameter of the insoluble aerosol particle. Note that N∗i (t) scales with
the surface area of the solid aerosol particles and that N∗i (t) depends on time. In contrast
to this so-called ”stochastic hypothesis“ (Fletcher et al., 1962) one can formulate the
number of nucleated ice crystals by the so-called ”singular hypothesis“ (Levine, 1950),
where N∗i is independent of t and a function of the properties of the solid particles and
temperature only, or by theories combining both approaches (Niedermeier et al., 2011).
In laboratory studies one finds that ice nucleation is very localized and that it proceeds at
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distinct sites on the particles that are capable of adsorbing water molecules. By introduc-
ing the density of active sites per particle surface area, this can be accounted for in Eq.
2.65. The active nucleation sites are not equally distributed among the particles. This
causes additional difficulties in the theoretical description of the heterogeneous freezing
processes.
The presented classical theory can be used to describe qualitatively the basic physical
processes governing the heterogeneous nucleation of ice in the atmosphere. Numerous
efforts have been made to improve the quantitative accuracy of the theory, nonetheless
most atmospheric applications use empirical functions to describe the heterogeneous
freezing of droplets. The formulation of N∗i (si,T ) as a function of the aerosol proper-
ties based on field measurements or nucleation theory is a challenging task of current
research (e.g. Meyers et al., 1992; Phillips et al., 2008; Hoose et al., 2010b)
We can define some basic requirements for an aerosol particle to be an efficient IN.
At first, aerosol particles must provide a solid surface. Hence a particle serving as an
IN has to be highly water-insoluble. Larger particles are more efficient IN than smaller
particles, because Ji,het scales with the surface area and larger particles have a higher
probability of having an active nucleation site. Additionally fi and fw are functions
of the particle diameter. Observations suggest that efficient IN have sizes larger than
approximately 0.1 µm (Pruppacher and Klett, 1997, p. 327). The particle must be able
to efficiently adsorb water molecules on its surface. Therefore the chemical composition
of the particle is important. Last but not least, the crystallographic lattice of the particle
has to fit to the ice lattice, to avoid strains in the ice germ, which would increase the bulk
free energy of the ice germ and reduce the IN ability of the particle.
The most important IN in the atmosphere, which fulfill these requirements, are min-
eral dust particle (Hoffer, 1961), soot particles (DeMott, 1990), and biological particles
(Möhler et al., 2007).
2.4. Aerosol Impact on Cloud Properties
In Section 2.2 and 2.3 we saw that the initial number concentration of clouds droplets
and ice crystals is determined by the activation of aerosol particles and the homogeneous
and heterogeneous freezing involving aerosol particles. Because of that, the optical
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properties of clouds and the efficiency of the microphysical processes in clouds depend
on the aerosol population present during the cloud formation.
2.4.1. Impact on Microphysical Processes
The formation of rain in ice free-clouds cannot be explained by the diffusional growth
(Eq. 2.15) of cloud droplets (Dc ≈ 5 µm) to the size of rain drops (Dr ≈ 1mm), because
it would need several hours with a sufficient high supersaturation to reach sizes of more
than 50 µm but rain drops are found in cumulus clouds already about 15 min after a
cloud forms. Hence, the growth of cloud droplets to the size of rain drops is dominated
by another processes, namely the collision and coalescence of the droplets.
The increase in mass of a single cloud drop ḿc with diameter Dc, falling through a
population of smaller drops with diameter D′c and mass ḿ
′
c, can be calculated by the







2(|wsed−wsed′|)ḿ′cN′c = Kc(Dc,D′c)ḿ′cN′c, [2.66]
where wsed and wsed′ are the fall velocities of the drops and Kc(Dc,D′c) is the collection
kernel. Small drops will follow the flow field around the larger drop. Therefore, the
collection cross section will decrease. Consequently, the growth of the larger drop by






where Ωc is the diameter of the collision cross section formed by the grazing tracks of
the drops. In Figure 2.6 values of E(Dc,D′c) are shown for different drop diameters. The
collection efficiency decreases significantly with the droplet diameters. The collection







Smaller cloud droplets will grow slower in comparison to larger particles and for droplets
smaller than 10 µm the collision efficiency is negligible. Therefore aerosol particles can
strongly modify the growth of cloud droplets to rain drops. An decrease in Dc, as a
consequence of a high number of activated aerosol particles, will decrease the efficiency
of the growth of cloud droplets to precipitating rain drops and can suppress the rain
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Fig. 2.6.: Collection efficiency calculated from a solution of the Navier-Stokes equation after
Pinsky et al. (2001) (left) and sketch of geometric (middle) and hydrodynamic collision
cross section (right)
formation if Dc of the cloud droplets does not exceed 10 µm. One should note, that
in order to grow by collision, the droplets have to coalesce, which was not taken into
account so far.
Although Eq. 2.66 describes the growth of a cloud droplet by coagulation, the growth
of a droplet distribution is more complicated. Some droplets will by chance experience a
greater than average frequency of collection events and therefore grow faster in compar-
ison to other drops of the same size. This probabilistic aspect of the collection growth of
droplets is accounted for in the quasi stochastic collection equation for a droplet number


















Note that Kc is given as a function of ḿc rather than Dc. The first term on the r.h.s of
Eq. 2.69 increases the number concentration of drops with mass ḿc by the collision of
smaller droplets, whereas the second term decreases the number concentration of drops
with mass ḿc by their collision with other droplets. In this context, Kc can be interpreted
as the probability that a droplet with mass ḿc collects a droplet with mass ḿ′c per unit
time.
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The quasi stochastic collection equation can be used to describe the growth and for-
mation of different hydrometeors by collision if appropriate formulations for Kc are used
(e.g. Beheng, 1982).
2.4.2. Impact on Cloud Optical Properties
Apart from microphysical processes, the optical properties of clouds are modified by
aerosol particles. In this section the simple case of sunlight crossing a single cloud layer
is discussed to highlight the physical principles of the interaction of aerosol particles
with the optical properties of a cloud (e.g. Petty, 2004, p. 189ff). Following Beer’s law,
the transmittance of a cloud layer is given by
tc = e−τc/µ , [2.70]
where τc is the optical depth of the cloud and µ is the cosine of the solar zenith angle.





where βe,c is the extinction coefficient, z is the vertical coordinate in m, zcb the height
of the cloud base, and zct the height of the cloud top. The extinction coefficient of a
monodisperse cloud can be calculated by




where Qe is the ratio of extinction cross section and geometrical cross section know as
the extinction efficiency, Nc the number concentration of cloud droplets, mc is the mass
concentration of cloud water, rc the radius of the cloud droplets, and ke the mass specific








Substituting Eq. 2.73 and Eq. 2.72 in Eq. 2.71 and using that Qe = 2 in good approxi-






2.4. Aerosol Impact on Cloud Properties
Fig. 2.7.: Satellite image by MODIS showing an increased optical thickness of clouds along
shipping routes on March 4, 2009 over the northeast Pacific Ocean. NASA images by





mc dz is the liquid water path of the cloud layer in g m−2. We see that








For a cloud with a fixed cloud depth and a fixed LWP, τc is proportional to N
1/3
c . Since
Nc is determined by the number concentration of activated aerosol particles, τc depends
on the aerosol particles that are present during cloud formation.
The impact of aerosol on the optical properties of clouds can be seen best during the
formation of so-called ship tracks, where stripes of optical thick clouds are found in
vicinity of traveling ships in an environment of stratified optical thin clouds (Fig. 2.7)
In reality, the distribution of cloud droplets is not monodisperse but consists of droplets
of different sizes. Therefore we need to find a formulation of τc as a function of the prop-
erties of the cloud droplet size distribution. We can calculate βe,c and mc of the cloud
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where Mc2 and M
c
3 are the second and third moment of nN,c(rc).
For the numeric simulation of radiation transfer in the atmosphere βe,c is used usually.






Radiation transfer in the atmosphere is not a one dimensional problem. Especially in
overcast situation most of the solar radiation is scattered multiple times before it reaches
the surface. To account for these affects additional information about the scattering
angles and the contribution of absorption to the extinction has to be known. In three
dimensional atmospheric numerical model frameworks direct solar radiation and diffu-
sive scattered radiation is distinguished. To simplify the problem of three dimensional
scattering, a two-stream approximation is usually used for the diffusive part of the atmo-
spheric radiation. Thereby, the upwelling and downwelling part of the diffusive radiation
in an atmospheric column are assumed to be isotropic in each hemisphere. The radiation
transfer in an atmospheric column can then be treated as a one dimensional problem
and can be described by the extinction coefficient, the single scattering albedo, which
is defined as the scattering fraction of the extinction coefficient, and the asymmetry pa-
rameter, which can be interpreted as the average of the cosine of the scattering angle
for a high number of scattering events (Petty, 2004). All parameters are a function of
wavelength and in case of clouds, they depend on the size distribution of hydrometeors
in the cloud.
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2.5. Feedback Processes between Aerosol, Clouds, and the State of the
Atmosphere
In the previous sections the theoretical concepts of nucleation and growth of aerosol
droplets to the size of cloud droplets and rain drops were discussed. Although the
physics governing the individual processes are well known, the interaction of aerosol
and clouds is poorly understood, because of the complex coupling of the individual pro-
cesses and the variety of atmospheric conditions. As a result, the potential impact on the
hydrological cycle and the radiation budget of the atmosphere is still not quantified.
It is evident, that changes in the atmospheric aerosol load have an immediate impact
on the formation of cloud droplets and ice crystals in the atmosphere (Sect. 2.2 – 2.3);
but the magnitude of this impact on cloud droplet number, for example for a change in
number concentration of a specific aerosol particle, is still poorly quantified. A main
reason is the competition of the individual particles for water vapor during the cloud
formation and the resulting feedback on supersaturation. An increase in the number
concentration of hygroscopic aerosol particles decreases the maximum supersaturation
reached during cloud formation. This can inhibit the activation of smaller aerosol par-
ticles and attenuate or inhibit the increase in cloud droplet number. As long as not all
particles that are present during cloud formation as well as their physiochemical prop-
erties are known, a reliable quantitative assessment of the susceptibility of cloud droplet
number to aerosol changes is impossible.
Additionally to the aerosol properties, the atmospheric conditions have to be known.
Especially updrafts and the accompanying adiabatic cooling (Eq. 2.39) are the main
source of supersaturation in the atmosphere and therefore crucial for the aerosol acti-
vation. The susceptibility of cloud droplet number to changes in the aerosol is very
variable, depending on the number of aerosol particles and the updraft velocity. Reutter
et al. (2009) distinguished three different regimes of the susceptibility of Nc to varying
aerosol number concentrations, based on simulations with a parcel model. In the first
regime, the fraction of activated particles is high and Nc is limited by the available par-
ticle number and practically independent of the updraft velocity. In the second regime,
Nc is dominated by the updraft velocity, since the fraction of activated particles and the
supersaturation are low (s < 0.2%). In the third intermediate regime, Nc is sensitive to
both, aerosol and updraft velocity. In reality, the susceptibility of Nc on the aerosol is
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even more complex, because beside the aerosol number also the shape of CCN(s) can
vary significantly (Bangert, 2008).
During the formation of ice clouds similar feedbacks involving the ice supersatura-
tion can be identified, especially if homogeneous freezing and heterogeneous freezing
occur together. An increase in efficient atmospheric IN and therefore a more efficient
heterogeneous freezing at lower ice saturations can decrease the peak ice supersaturation
and weaken or completely inhibit the homogeneous freezing of droplets, which strongly
depends on ice supersaturation. Because the number concentration of homogeneously
frozen ice crystals typically exceeds the number of heterogeneously frozen crystals by
one order of magnitude the ice crystal number concentration is expected to decrease with
increasing IN at temperatures below the homogeneous freezing threshold (DeMott et al.,
1997).
In summary, the response of cloud droplet and ice crystals number concentration to
changes in the number concentration and properties of the aerosol particles is non-linear
and, as a result, can be contradictory to the expected common result ”more aerosol
causes more cloud droplets/ ice crystals“.
Aerosol induced changes of cloud droplet and ice crystal number concentration have
an impact on the optical properties of the cloud as well as on the efficiency of micro-
physical processes, such as the rain formation by collisional growth of drops and crystals
(Sect. 2.4). The net impact of these processes on the radiation budget and on the hydro-
logical cycle is still poorly understood (IPCC, 2007). Reasons are the various feedback
processes involving atmospheric stability, cloud dynamics, and the water budget. They
strongly depend on atmospheric conditions and cloud type and therefore are hard to gen-
eralize. For this reason, estimates of the net impact of aerosol-cloud interactions on the
radiation budget and the hydrological cycle are restricted to specific atmospheric condi-
tions and cloud types. In the following the basic concepts of different possible scenarios
are discussed.
In case of an ice-free shallow stratocumulus layer an increase in aerosol number con-
centration, and consequently in the cloud droplet number concentration, decreases the
average cloud droplet size, assuming that the cloud water amount is not affected. As
discussed in Sect. 2.4 this will increase the solar optical thickness of the cloud. As
a consequence, less solar radiation reaches the surface, which results in lower surface
temperatures and more solar radiation is scattered back into space. This net increase in
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the planetary albedo is referred to as the Twomey effect (Twomey, 1974) or first indirect
aerosol effect (Lohmann and Feichter, 2005). Additionally, the onset of precipitation
is delayed or even suppressed (Sect. 2.4). As a result, the cloud water amount is main-
tained for a longer time and thus the lifetime of the cloud is increased potentially. Hence,
less solar radiation reaches the surface and the planetary albedo is increased, which is
referred to as the Albrecht effect (Albrecht, 1989) or second indirect aerosol effect.
Modifications of the atmospheric radiation budget always result in a modification of
atmospheric stability. When less radiation reaches the surface, as a consequence of the
discussed aerosol-cloud interactions, the resulting lower surface temperature causes a
more stable lower troposphere. As a result, the subsequent formation of clouds can be
affected, which in turn modifies the radiation budget and precipitation formation. As a
consequence, the net impact of aerosol changes on clouds, precipitation and the radia-
tion budget depends on the susceptibility of the cloud development on modifications of
the atmospheric conditions. Beside the modification of the radiation budget, also aerosol
induced changes in cloud entrainment and droplet evaporation, due to changes in pre-
cipitation, cloud water amount and droplet size, can modify the atmospheric lapse rate
(Wood, 2007; Small et al., 2009; Koren and Feingold, 2011) and therefore the further
development and formation of clouds. Additionally, aerosol particles modify the radia-
tion budget by scattering and adsorption, which is referred to as the direct aerosol effect.
The accompanying impact on atmospheric stability and cloud development as well as the
potential evaporation of cloud droplets due to the temperature increase caused by absorb-
ing aerosol particles are referred to as semi-direct aerosol effect (Koch and Del Genio,
2010).
In short, even in case of ice free clouds numerous feedback mechanisms exist, which
make the quantification of the net impact of aerosol changes on clouds, precipitation and
radiation difficult.
For mixed phase clouds the number of feedback processes increases, and as a conse-
quence the response of the cloud system to aerosol changes is more complex. The most
challenging and most discussed problem is the impact of aerosol changes on precipita-
tion (Khain, 2009; Stevens and Feingold, 2009; Small et al., 2009; Levin and Cotton,
2009; Rosenfeld et al., 2008). Depending on the cloud type the influence of aerosol
changes on cloud microphysics can affect precipitation amounts very differently.
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As discussed, an increase in aerosol concentration can decrease the cloud droplet size.
Hence, the formation of precipitation by drop collision is less effective and more cloud
droplets reach the freezing level. Finally, the additional release of latent heat accompa-
nying their freezing, can strengthen the updrafts inside the cloud. The increase in cloud
ice and the more intense cloud dynamics can facilitate an effective production of precip-
itation. As a result, an increase in aerosol concentration can result in an increase rather
than an decrease in precipitation (e.g. Seifert and Beheng, 2006a; Khain, 2009). On the
other hand, if no IN are present, the cloud droplets can reach the homogeneous freezing
level in deep convective clouds and freeze to small crystals that are unable to produce
precipitation efficiently (Rosenfeld et al., 2008). Thus, the development of mixed phase
clouds is susceptible to the IN number concentration and depends on the height of the
homogeneous and heterogeneous freezing level. An increase in efficient IN can cause
an effective glaciation of the mixed phase clouds and potentially increase precipitation.
On the contrary, a further increase in IN will result in smaller ice crystals that fall more
slowly and consequently the formation of precipitation is less effective (Lebo and Sein-
feld, 2011). Furthermore, the impact of changes in CCN and IN concentration on the
development of mixed phase clouds depends on the development stage of the clouds
(van den Heever et al., 2006).
The development of clouds, modified by changes in the aerosol population, can not be
investigated independent of their surroundings. The development of convective clouds
systems strongly depends on the formation of precipitation and the accompanying pro-
duction of pools of cold air (Houze, 2004). Aerosol induced changes in precipitation of
a cloud can potentially trigger or inhibit the formation and development of clouds and
precipitation in the surroundings. Koren and Feingold (2011) used a simple mathemat-
ical model to point out that for shallow boundary layer cloud systems the coupling of
clouds, precipitation and dynamics results in oscillating cycles, which are mediated by
the aerosol concentration.
Finally, the atmospheric water budget must be fulfilled. Strongly enhanced precip-
itation will limit the water vapor available for subsequent cloud and rain formation,
whereas a suppression of precipitation can potentially enhance the precipitation forma-
tion in the later cloud development. On the global scale, the amount of precipitation must
balance the amount of evaporation. A potential reduction in precipitation from shallow
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clouds caused by an increase in the aerosol concentration has to be compensated, for
example by an increase in precipitation from convective clouds (Rosenfeld et al., 2008).
In summary, various feedback mechanisms between aerosol, clouds, radiation, pre-
cipitation, and atmospheric conditions exist, which inhibit a simple classification and
general quantification of the aerosol-cloud interactions.
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3. Numerical Model Framework
Investigating the interaction of aerosol particles and the atmosphere with a numerical
model at a specific scale requires the treatment of the relevant physical, chemical, and
aerosol dynamical processes at a comparable level of complexity. To fulfill these re-
quirements the model system COSMO-ART (Vogel et al., 2009) was developed for the
regional to continental scale.
3.1. COSMO-ART
COSMO-ART is based on the non-hydrostatic weather forecast model COSMO (Con-
sortium for Small-scale MOdelling, Baldauf et al., 2011) of the Deutscher Wetterdienst
(DWD), which was coupled with comprehensive modules for gas phase chemistry and
aerosol dynamics. ART stands for Aerosols and Reactive Trace gases. The coupling of
gas phase and aerosol processes with the state of the atmosphere is realized in a consis-
tent way using the same grid for all scalars, e.g. temperature, humidity, aerosol and gas
phase concentrations. For processes affecting all scalars, as for example advection, the
same numerical schemes and integration time steps are applied. As a result, COSMO-
ART enables the simulation of feedback processes between gas phase and aerosol pro-
cesses, and the state of the atmosphere.
The chemical reactions of gas phase species are accounted for by the RADMKA
mechanism (Regional Acid Deposition Model Version KArlsruhe, Vogel et al., 2009).
RADMKA is based on an extended version of the gas phase mechanism RADM2 (Reg-
ional Acid Deposition Model, Stockwell et al., 1990) for inorganic species and the
SORGAM mechanism (Secondary ORGanic Aerosol Model, Schell et al., 2001), which
calculate the photochemical formation of gaseous precursors for the secondary forma-
tion of aerosol particles. The photolytic dissociation rates are derived with an efficient
parameterization (Vogel et al., 2009; Bangert, 2006), which is consistent with the sim-
ulated atmospheric radiation fields. Therefore, the impact of clouds on photochemistry
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Tab. 3.1.: Overview of the individual aerosol modes, their chemical composition (first block),
aerosol dynamical processes (second block), and their initial diameter and standard
deviation (third block).
if ic jf jc so sa sb sc da db dc
sulfate • • • •
nitrate • • • •
ammonium • • • •
organics • • • •
soot • • •
sodium chloride • • •
mineral dust • • •
coagulation • • • • •
condensation • • • • •
initial median diameter of the log-normal number size distribution in µm
0.01 0.08 0.07 0.08 0.08 0.2 1 12 1.5 6.7 14.2
standard deviation of the log-normal number size distribution
1.7 2 1.7 2 1.4 1.9 2 1.7 1.7 1.6 1.5
and consequently on the formation and growth of secondary aerosol particles is repre-
sented in the model framework.
The nucleation of secondary aerosol particles is based on the binary homogeneous nu-
cleation of sulfuric acid and water and calculated with the parameterization of Kerminen
and Wexler (1994).
The aerosol module MADEextendedsoot (extended Modal Aerosol Dynamics model for
Europe including soot; Vogel et al., 2009) is used to describe the aerosol population
by eleven overlapping log-normal size distribution functions, so-called modes, and rep-
resent the aerosol dynamic processes like the Brownian coagulation of small particles.
Five modes represent sub-micron particles consisting of sulphate, ammonium, nitrate,
organic compounds, water, and soot in a range of mixing states and sizes, and are al-
lowed to interact with anthropogenic emissions of particles and gases. These modes
enable the explicit simulation of soot aging in the atmosphere (Riemer et al., 2004,
2003). Sea salt and mineral dust particles are represented by three modes for differ-
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ent size ranges in each case. An overview of the different modes is given in Table 3.1.
The emissions of sea salt and mineral dust particles are calculated online in the model
as a function of atmospheric state, e.g. 10 m-windspeed, and friction velocity, and sur-
face properties, such as sea surface temperature, soil type, and soil moisture (Lundgren,
2010; Stanelle et al., 2010).
3.2. Numerical Description of Aerosol Particles
The atmospheric aerosol is a suspension of polydisperse particles with varying chemical
composition suspended in the air and can be described by a continuous size distribution





To describe chemical and physical processes related with the atmospheric aerosol in
numerical model systems efficiently, the size distribution of the aerosol particles is sepa-
rated in individual overlapping modes, depending on the size and chemical composition
of the particles (Whitby and McMurry, 1997). Each mode is approximated by a log-













where Nl is the number concentration of particles in mode l, σl is the geometrical stan-
dard deviation of mode l, and Dp,l the median diameter of the particles in mode l. The













To simulate the temporal evolution of nl,N(Dp) in the atmosphere, one has to simulate
the temporal evolution of Nl , σl , and Dp,l . For processes like advection and diffusion the
differential equations for σl and Dp,l can not be solved directly (Whitby and McMurry,
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1997). Therefore, the equations in the model are formulated for integral moments of








































where Ol is the surface concentration, Vl the volume concentration, and ml the mass
concentration of mode l. To fully determine nl,N(Dp), three moments of the log-normal
size distribution function are needed, because of the three parameters Nl , σl , and Dp,l .
To derive a numerically feasible solution of the resulting equation system, σl is held
constant for each mode. Thus, two moments have to be calculated to determine nl,N(Dp).
In COSMO-ART balance equations for Nl and ml are solved, which are proportional to
Ml0 and M
l












and finally calculate nl,N(Dp) as given in Eq. 3.2.
The temporal evolution of nl,N(Dp) is calculated by solving the Reynolds-averaged
balance equations of Nl and ml , which are given by (Doms, 2011; Jacobson, 2005)
∂
∂ t
yl = −∇ · (vyl)︸ ︷︷ ︸
advection
(flux form)















for y = {N,m}, where Fyl = −v′y′l is the turbulent flux and v
′ and y′l are the sub-
grid-scale components of yl and v. One should note that Eq. 3.11 is only applica-
ble in case of the conservative flux-form advection scheme of COSMO (Runge-Kutta
time integration with a Bott-advection scheme), which is recommended for studies of
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aerosol-cloud interaction because of its mass conserving formulation. For the other
available advection schemes in COSMO (e.g. a semi-Lagrangian advection scheme
and a three timelevel leapfrog time integration scheme with explicit advection) the bal-
ance equations have to be formulated in advection form for mass specific quantities
(dΨ/dt =−v ·∇Ψ+1/ρ[. . .]), such as mass mixing ratios. The turbulent fluxes are pa-
rameterized according to the cloud hydrometeors in COSMO (Doms et al., 2011). One
should note that yl and v are mass weighted, time and volume averages for each grid cell
and time step. The contribution of molecular diffusion is small and is neglected. SN,l
and Sm,l describe the contributions of the parameterized processes. For mode i f , ic, j f ,





















for l = i f , ic, j f , jc, c [3.12]











for l = sa, sb, sc, da, db, dc [3.13]
The individual microphysical processes are:
SnucNl and S
nuc
ml are the source rates due to nucleation from the gas phase,
SwashNl and S
wash
ml decribe the scavenging of particles by precipitation,
ScoagNl and S
coag




is the tendency due to intramodal coagulation,
Scondml is the condensation rate,
SconvNl and S
conv
ml describes the sub-grid-scale convective transport (optional),
The emission of particles and the deposition at the surface are boundary conditions for
the solution of Eq. 3.11. A detailed description of the individual processes is given in
Vogel et al. (2009) and Riemer et al. (2003).
3.3. Radiation Scheme
The atmospheric radiation fluxes are calculated with the GRAALS (Ritter and Geleyn,
1992) radiation scheme for eight spectral bands. GRAALS is based on the two-stream
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Tab. 3.2.: Overview of the spectral bands used in GRAALS.
wavelength intervals in µm
solar 1.53–4.64 0.7–1.53 0.25–0.7
thermal 20.0–104.5 12.5–20.0 8.33–9.01 and 10.31–12.5 9.01–10.31 4.64–8.33
approximation of the radiative transfer equations. GRAALS provides a spatially vari-
able climatology of aerosol optical properties. To consider the impact of the simulated
aerosol particles and cloud hydrometeors on the radiation fields in the atmosphere their
extinction coefficient, single scattering albedo, and asymmetry factor (Sect. 2.4.2) have
to be calculated.
The optical properties of the aerosol particles are parameterized as a function of
aerosol size distribution and chemical composition with the use of detailed Mie cal-
culation performed a priori. The optical properties of clouds droplets and ice crystals
are parameterized in GRAALS as a function of the corresponding mass concentration,
since the standard cloud scheme of COSMO provides no information of hydrometeor
number concentration and size. In this study more sophisticated cloud schemes are in-
cluded in COSMO-ART, which provide information of the size distribution of the cloud
hydrometeors. To consider the effect of varying hydrometeor size distributions, new
parameterizations of the cloud optical properties were introduced, which is described in
Sect. 4.6.
3.4. Cloud Microphysics
In COSMO clouds are represented by a bulk microphysics scheme, which describes dif-
ferent categories of cloud hydrometeors by size distribution functions. The selection of
categories follows the traditional grouping (Houze, 1994) by phase, size and terminal
fall speed respectively into cloud droplets, rain drops, cloud ice, and snow. Microphys-
ical processes are represented by modifications of the size distributions and transfer of
hydrometeors from one category to another. The scheme is designed for operational
weather forecast and therefore has to be computationally efficient. Consequently, only
one moment of each size distribution function, the mass mixing ratio of the hydromete-
ors, is simulated. Number concentration and standard deviation of the size distribution
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functions are held constant. A detailed description of the conversion processes between
the hydrometeor categories and their parameterization in the operational model version
of COSMO is given in Doms et al. (2011) and Seifert (2008).
To investigate the impact of aerosol particles on cloud microphysical processes, one
has to simulate at least two moments of the size distribution functions of the cloud hy-
drometeors. In a first step, Bangert (2008) enabled the simulation of the aerosol impact
on the ice-free cloud phase extending the operational cloud scheme with a prognostic
treatment of the cloud droplet number concentration. The introduced budget equation
for the number concentration of cloud droplets (Nc) is:
∂
∂ t
Nc = −∇ · (vNc)︸ ︷︷ ︸
advection
(flux form)





























The individual conversion rates describe:
Saumc
c→r
the formation of rain drops by collision and coalescence
SscNc
c→c
the self-collection of cloud droplets,
Saccmc
r+c→r
the accretion of cloud droplets by raindrops,
SmeltNc
i→c
the melting of ice crystals,
SfreezNc
c→i
freezing of cloud droplets,
Srimmc
s+c→s
the collection of cloud water by snow (riming),
Sshedmc
s+c→r
the collection of cloud water by wet snow to form rain (shedding).
The autoconversion, accretion, and selfcollection of cloud droplets are calculated with
the parameterization of Seifert and Beheng (2001) as a function of the varying cloud
droplet size distribution. The autoconversion rate is inversely proportional to the square
of the number concentration of cloud droplets (Nc). For the cloud droplets a Gamma size
distribution function is assumed. The autoconversion parameterization relies on a solu-
tion of the stochastic collection equation (Eq. 2.69) and is well validated against simu-
lations using spectral bin microphysics (Seifert and Beheng, 2006a). Cloud ice crystals
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are assumed to melt instantaneously when the ambient temperature rises above 273.15 K
and the melting ice crystal number concentration is assumed to be the maximum of either
100 m−3 or ρaxi/mmaxi , where xi is the ice mass mixing ratio and m
max
i = 10
−9 kg is the
maximum mean ice crystal mass in the model (Doms et al., 2011). The homogeneous
freezing of cloud droplets occurs at a temperature of 236.15 K, where all cloud water is
assumed to freeze instantaneously. The conversion rates of cloud water due to riming
and shedding on snow are calculated with the original one moment bulk approach of
COSMO (Doms et al., 2011). The condensation and evaporation of water vapor is cal-
culated with a simple saturation adjustment approach. Each timestep the temperature,
water vapor and cloud water is iteratively adjusted to a saturated state, taking the latent
heating into account. The resulting decrease or increase in cloud water represents the
condensation or evaporation during this time step (Doms et al., 2011). The use of such a
simple scheme is justified because S is always close to saturation inside clouds. Further-
more, supersaturated layers, e.g. at the cloud base, can not be resolved by the vertical
resolution used in typical applications of the model system (∆z≈ 100m at cloud base).
The heterogeneous nucleation of cloud ice is possible for temperatures below T =
267.15 K and the inital ice crystal number concentration Ni is based on an updated ver-
sion of the classical Fletcher-formula (Fletcher et al., 1962)
Ni(T ) = Ni0e
0.2(T0−T ), [3.16]
where Ni0 = 100 m
−3 and T0 is the temperature at the freezing point (273.15 K). Het-
erogeneous nucleation of cloud ice requires water saturation for T > 248.15 K and ice
saturation for lower temperatures. To calculate the initial ice mass mixing ratio an initial
mean ice crystal mass of 10−12 kg is assumed (Doms et al., 2011).
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To study the interaction of aerosol particles with clouds additional processes have to be
included in COSMO-ART. These are in detail the activation of aerosol particles, the ho-
mogeneous freezing of liquid aerosol particles, and the heterogeneous freezing on solid
aerosol particles, which couple the simulated aerosol particles with the cloud hydrom-
eteors. Furthermore, comprehensive descriptions of the cloud microphysical processes
and the cloud optical properties must be introduced, which consider the variability of
the hydrometeor size distributions. In Bangert (2008) the treatment of the processes in-
volved in the interaction of aerosol particles with the formation of precipitation in warm
clouds was presented.
In this thesis, new comprehensive processes were included in COSMO-ART, which
enable the investigation of aerosol particles on cloud droplet and ice crystal number
concentration as well as the subsequent impact on cloud microphysical processes and
cloud optical properties. Figure 4.1 gives a brief overview of the processes described in
this chapter.
4.1. Aerosol Activation
In Section 2.2.3 the basics concepts of the aerosol activation were explained, which
describe the growth of a specific aerosol particle to the size of a cloud droplet for a given
saturation ratio with respect to water,
To realize the process of aerosol activation in an atmospheric numerical model sys-
tem the CCN-spectra of the simulated aerosol particles has to be calculated with respect
to the chemical composition and size distribution of the aerosol modes. In three di-
mensional atmospheric models with vertical resolutions of several hundred meter, the
evolution of the supersaturation during the formation of the cloud can not be resolved
explicitly. As a consequence, parameterizations have to be used to derive the maximum
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Aerosol
CCN


















Fig. 4.1.: Overview of the new aerosol-cloud-radiation coupling in COSMO-ART and the cor-




supersaturation that occurs during cloud formation (Ghan et al., 2011). In these parame-
terizations the competition of the aerosol particles for water vapor has to be considered.
4.1.1. Critical Supersaturation of an Internally Mixed Soluble Aerosol
Particle
The critical supersaturation scrit at which an aerosol particle gets activated can be related
to the dry particle diameter by Eq. 2.34. For internally mixed particles scrit can be







where ρs is the density of the soluble particle fraction and εs = Vs/Vp with Vp the total
volume of the particle including insoluble components.


































where ns is the total number of moles of solute, ms is the total mass of solute, ms,i is the
mass of solute component i, ns,i is the number of moles of solute component i, Mi is the
molar mass of component i, and ρi is the density of component i. In COSMO-ART mi of
Sulfate, Nitrate, Ammonium, Sodium Chloride, organic compounds, soot and mineral
dust are calculated. Sulfate, Nitrate, Ammonium and the organic compounds are treated
as fully water soluble, and soot and mineral dust as insoluble.
For the calculation of σv,w in A (Eq. 2.28) the surface tension of pure water is used,
which is a function of temperature (e.g. Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006; Pruppacher and Klett,
1997). One should note, that effects of solute and of organic films on σv,w are neglected.
Equation 4.1 was derived with the assumption that the volume of water in the droplet
at the point of activation is much larger than the volume of the particle including the
insoluble core. This is the case for particles with only a small insoluble fraction, where
Dcrit is much larger than Dp.
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For insoluble particles, for example mineral dust, scrit can be derived by Eq. 2.36
(scrit = CDcp) as a function of Dp. Kumar et al. (2009) specified c and C in Eq. 2.36 by
a multivariate regression of the results of numerical solutions of the equations in Sect.





















where Q1,Q2,Q3,Q4, and Q5 as well as P1, P2, P3, P4, and P5 are fitting constants and are
given in Kumar et al. (2009).
In case of large insoluble particles with a hygroscopic coating, the volume of the solid
particle can not be neglected (Dp is in the order of Dcrit). Additionally, the influence of
adsorption on scrit has to be considered. Consequently, scrit is derived by a numerical
solution of Eq. 2.33 using the bisection method (Kumar et al., 2009, 2011).
4.1.2. CCN-spectrum of a Multi Modal Aerosol Size Distribution













where n∗N,l has to be derived for a log-normal number size distribution (Eq. 3.2) of
the mode l. In Section 2.2.3 the relation of scrit with the dry particle diameter Dp was











where scrit,l is the critical supersaturation for activation of the median diameter of nN,l(Dp),
and c is an exponent that depends on the used activation theory. For soluble particles the
Köhler theory is used and c equals−3/2. For solid particles the FHH theory is used and
c varies between −0.8 and −1.2 (Kumar et al., 2009) and is calculated by Eq. 4.6. For
large solid particles with a soluble coating a fixed c =−1.33 is used, which is consistent
with values of c derived from field measurements (Kumar et al., 2009).
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Fig. 4.2.: Number density size distribution of a log-normal aerosol mode containing pure sulfate
particles (left, Eq. 3.2) with Nl = 100 cm−3, Dp,l = 0.1 µm, and σl = 1.7 together
with the corresponding n∗N,l(scrit) (middle, Eq. 4.9) and the resulting CCN spectrum
(right, Eq. 4.10). The gray areas highlight the fraction of particles that activate at 0.2 %
supersaturation. Note that the gray area in the left figure is not directly proportional to
the number of activated particles because of the log-scaling of the x-axis.


















Substituting n∗N,l(scrit) in Eq. 4.7 and performing the integration, we get the CCN-















where erfc is the complementary error function:







4.1.3. Parametrization of Maximum Supersaturation
To calculate the number of activated aerosol particles with Eq. 4.10, the maximum
supersaturation smax during cloud formation has to be calculated. In Section 2.2.4 it was
shown, that smax can be derived by solving the saturation balance equation Eq. 2.44 of an
ascending air parcel. In the following, the mechanistic parameterizations used to solve
Eq. 2.44 and to determine smax are introduced.
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Parameterization of Abdul-Razzak and Ghan (2000)
Abdul-Razzak and Ghan (2000) developed a parameterization for smax based on the
work of Twomey (1959) (Sect 2.2.5) that considers multiple log-normal aerosol size
distributions. They use adjustment parameters derived by a detailed numerical parcel
simulation to combine the lower and upper bound estimates for the condensation integral



































Since Eq. 4.12 was derived by a combination of the lower and upper bound regimes
with parameters (P3,l and P4,l) averaged over a set of conditions, the accuracy of the
parameterization decreases for conditions that significantly deviate from the average,
for example for very large aerosol particles.
Parameterization of Nenes and Seinfeld (2003); Fountoukis and Nenes
(2005)
Nenes and Seinfeld (2003) and Fountoukis and Nenes (2005) introduced the concept
of "population splitting" in which the growing aerosol droplets are treated as two sep-
arate populations. As a consequence, smax can be determined almost without empirical
information or correlations. In the first population the droplets experience significant
growth between their activation and tmax and in the second they do not. Hence, the up-
per and lower bound conditions of Twomey (1959) can be directly used to approximate
the condensation integral Eq. 2.48 by the condensational growth of the two populations:
I(0,smax) = I1(0,spart)+ I2(spart,smax), [4.13]
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where spart is the "partitioning critical supersaturation", which separates the two aerosol
populations. I1(0,spart) represents the contribution of aerosol droplets that grow sig-
nificantly after activation and is equal to the integral in Eq. 2.51, and I2(spart,smax)
represents the contribution of droplets that do not experience significant growth after
activation and is equal to the integral in Eq. 2.54 of Twomey (1959).
Nenes and Seinfeld (2003) defined spart as the critical supersaturation of a particle scrit,























where ∆ expresses the extent of kinetic limitations throughout the droplet population.
The activation of a population of aerosol droplets is not an instantaneous process. The
aerosol droplets need time to grow to Dcrit, before they get activated. Small aerosol
droplets with high scrit may not have enough time available for which s > scrit to grow
to Dcrit, though smax is larger than scrit. Additionally, large aerosol droplets have low
values for scrit but their growth is inertial due to their large size. Hence, they have not
much time for growth after reaching Dcrit or even do not get explicitly activated. These
effects limit the growth of the droplets and are referred to as "kinetic" effects or "kinetic
limitation" (Nenes et al., 2001). Nenes and Seinfeld (2003) point out, that ∆ = 0 marks
a boundary between two droplet growth regimes, one where most CCN are free from
kinetic limitations (∆ > 0) and one in which kinetic limitations are dominant (∆ < 0).













For ∆ < 0 Eq. 4.15 has no real solution. Nenes and Seinfeld (2003) derived an empirical
correlation based on comprehensive parcel simulations with a microphysical model:








4. Realization of the Aerosol-Cloud Interaction
Finally, we can use spart to calculate the condensation integral (Eq. 4.13) taking into
account the kinetic limitations of droplet growth.
To determine smax an iterative procedure is used. At first ∆, spart, and I(0,smax) are





If the balance equation is not fulfilled, a better guess for smax is made using the bisection
method. The value of smax is iterated until the balance equation is fulfilled, in detail until
smax is determined with a accuracy of approximately 10−4 %.
Extensions of the Parameterization of Nenes and Seinfeld (2003);
Fountoukis and Nenes (2005)
In the derivation of the supersaturation balance equation (Eq. 4.19) it was assumed
that the diffusivity of water vapor onto the droplets is independent of the droplet size.
This causes an overestimation of the growth rate and hence an underestimation of smax,
because D′v decreases for droplets smaller than approximately 10 µm (Eq. 2.16). There-
fore, a size-averaged diffusivity D′v for the growth of the droplet population was included
























the lower size bound for the average given in µm. For the calculation of D′v and Dlow,
αc = 0.06 is used.
The contribution of large solid particles activated by adsorption to the condensation
integral (Eq. 4.13) of Nenes and Seinfeld (2003) was introduced by Kumar et al. (2009).
In contrast to solution droplets, where Dcrit  Dp, Dcrit of large solid particles (e.g.
mineral dust) is in the order of their dry diameter Dp. Therefore, the water amount
required for activation is much smaller. Thus, we can use the lower bound of Twomey














For the growth of solution droplets and solid particles Eq. 4.13 becomes
I(0,smax) = I(0,spart)+ I(spart,smax)+ IFHH(0,smax). [4.22]
Very large aerosol particles (Dp > 0.5 µm, e.g. sea salt particles), frequently referred to
as "giant CCN", have low scrit, but grow slowly in comparison to small particles. As a
consequence they do not grow substantially during cloud formation and are not able to
attain Dcrit. Even tough the parameterization of Nenes and Seinfeld (2003) considers the
inertial-limitations of droplet growth with their concept of population splitting, the size
of the particles at cloud base (at saturation) is neglected in comparison to the subsequent
growth of the particles. This assumption causes increasingly-large errors as the dry
particle size increases. As a consequence, smax is overestimated in presence of very
large aerosol particles.
Barahona et al. (2010b) present an extension of the parameterization by Nenes and Se-
infeld (2003) that includes an additional contribution of large inertially-limited aerosol
particles to the condensation rate. The condensation integral (Eq. 4.13) becomes
I(0,smax) = I(0,spart)+ I(spart,smax)+NsatDsat, [4.23]
where Dsat is the mean droplet diameter of the aerosol distribution at saturation and
Nsat the corresponding number concentration of droplets, both derived for particles with
scrit < spart, i.e. particles that experience kinetic limitations (Nenes and Seinfeld, 2003).
The droplet diameter at saturation Dsat is calculated with the Köhler theory (Eq. 2.27 for























where Dsat,min = 2A/3
√
3spart is the equilibrium diameter at saturation of the smallest
particle that activates at spart, and n(Dsat) is the number size distribution of droplets at
saturation. n(Dsat) is calculated from the dry aerosol size distribution with Eq. 4.24









4. Realization of the Aerosol-Cloud Interaction
The approach of Barahona et al. (2010b) is used to account for water vapor depletion
on pre-existing cloud droplets in case of in-cloud activation in a pragmatic way. At this,
the cloud droplets are treated as giant sulfate particles (Dp = 2 µm) in the activation
parameterization. As a consequence, they are treated as inertially-limited particles with
a diameter of approximately 34 µm at water saturation. Thus, their growth contributes
to the condensation integral (Eq. 4.23). This enables a more accurate parameterization
of smax inside clouds depending on the aerosol population and the pre-existing cloud
droplet number concentration.
4.1.4. Number Concentration of Activated Particles
Following Sect. 4.1.1 to 4.1.3, the number concentration of activated particles is calcu-
lated by
N∗c = CCN(smax) = CCN(w, Nl, Dd,l, νs,l, Ms,l, ρp,l) [4.27]
as a function of the varying chemical (νs,l,Ms,l,ρp,l) and physical (Nl , Dd,l) aerosol
properties and the updraft velocity (w).
4.2. Ice Nucleation
The nucleated number concentration of ice crystals N∗i is calculated using the parameter-
ization of Barahona and Nenes (2008, 2009a,b), which is based on the framework of an
ascending Lagrangian air parcel (see Sect. 2.2.4). Competition between homogeneous
and heterogeneous freezing is explicitly considered in the calculation of the ice super-
saturation si. In doing so the dependency of N∗i on the conditions of cloud formation
(i.e., T , p), updraft velocity, deposition coefficient, and soluble and insoluble aerosol
concentrations is explicitly resolved. N∗i is given by
N∗i =
{
Nhom +Nhet(shom) ; Nhet(shom) < Nlim
Nhet(si,max) ; Nhet(shom)≥ Nlim
, [4.28]
where si,max is the maximum supersaturation that develops during the nucleation pulse,
and Nhom and Nhet are the number of ice crystals forming from homogeneous and het-
erogeneous freezing, respectively. shom is the homogeneous freezing threshold, which is
defined by Barahona and Nenes (2008) as the average maximum si that occurs during a
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homogeneous freezing pulse with a nucleation rate of J(shom) = 1016 s−1 m−3 and is cal-
culated with the parameterization of Koop et al. (2000). Nlim is the IN concentration that
completely inhibits homogeneous nucleation (si,max < shom) and sets the limit between
combined heterogeneous-homogeneous freezing and pure heterogeneous freezing only.
The heterogeneous freezing spectrum of Phillips et al. (2008) is used for Nhet(si). It
provides the contribution of individual aerosol species (dust, black carbon, and organics)
and freezing mechanisms (e.g. immersion and deposition) to Nhet(si). A base freezing
spectrum N′het(si,T ), which is derived from several field campaign data sets, is used and
the contribution of the dust and soot particles with a diameter larger than 0.1 µm to




























where Hdx(si,T ) and Hso(si,T ) are empirical fractions representing the efficiency of
heterogeneous freezing of dust and soot as a function of saturation with respect to wa-
ter. Approaching water saturation, condensation and immersion freezing are enhanced,
which is represented by a strong increase in Hdx(si,T ) and Hso(si,T ) up to 1 at water
saturation. ξ equals 1 for temperatures below -5 ◦C and zero for temperatures above
-2 ◦C with interpolated values in between (Phillips et al., 2008). Ωd and Ωso are the
baseline surface area mixing ratios given in (Phillips et al., 2008) and Ddx and D
2
so are
the median diameters of the dust modes and the soot mode. A detailed definition of the
parameters is given in appendix B.
For pure heterogeneous freezing (Nhet ≥ Nlim or T > 235 K; Eq. 4.28) homogeneous
freezing is not possible and N∗i equals Nhet(si,max). A simplified si balance equation












λ si,max . [4.30]
where ∆s∗char|si is a function of the slope of the heterogeneous freezing spectrum at si. N
and λ depend on cloud characteristic like updraft velocity and temperature, for instance.
The individual parameters are defined in appendix B.
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Homogeneous freezing is inhibited if the resulting si,max derived from Eq. 4.30 equals










λ shom , [4.31]
The homogeneous contribution to N∗i for combined homogeneous and heterogeneous

















where N0 is the number concentration of the supercooled liquid droplet population and
fc is the droplet freezing fraction. N0 equals the sum of the number concentration of the
soluble aerosol modes (Table 3.1) which are assumed to deliquesce during ice cloud for-
mation. The fraction of droplets freezing homogeneously in presence of IN is calculated




















The parameters khom and Λi are specified in appendix B.
4.3. Subgridscale Updrafts
Even though regional scale models are able to simulate individual cloud systems, they
cannot explicitly resolve the updraft velocities which control nucleation of ice and droplets
(Tonttila et al., 2011). Therefore, parameterizations of the subgrid-scale vertical velocity
must be applied to address this issue.
Two different methods are introduced in COSMO-ART. In the first, an effective up-
draft is calculated based on the turbulent kinetic energy T KE and the grid scale updraft
w to account for the contribution of sub-grid scale updrafts following Lohmann et al.
(1999b):




4.4. Activation and Nucleation Rates
where a is a factor that has to be chosen. Following Lohmann et al. (1999a) a = 0.7 is
used. One should note that averaging the positive part of a normally distributed probabil-
ity density function of sub-grid scale vertical velocities w′ that has a standard deviation
equal to
√




T KE = 0.79
√
T KE
for the mean updraft velocity. The activation parameterization is then applied using we
as an input parameter.
N∗c ≈ N∗c (we, [. . .]) [4.36]
N∗i ≈ N
∗
i (we, [. . .]). [4.37]
Because the number of nucleated droplets and crystals is a non linear function of
the updraft velocity using an average updraft in the parameterizations of activation and
ice nucleation will result in inaccurate numbers of activated particles and nucleated ice
crystals. Consequently, a second approach was introduced, which calculates activation
and ice nucleation for a Gaussian probability distribution function Pw(w′) of sub-grid







The mean of Pw(w′) is set equal to the grid scale updraft w and the standard deviation
σw is calculated as the square root of the turbulent kinetic energy. The parameterizations
are then calculated explicitly for w′. Subsequently, a weighted mean of the activated





















4.4. Activation and Nucleation Rates
The activation and ice nucleation parameterizations, which were included in the model
framework (Sect. 4.1 to Sect. 4.3), enable the calculation of number concentrations of
activated aerosol particles and nucleated ice crystals as a function of atmospheric state
and aerosol properties with a set of diagnostic equations (Eq. 4.39, Eq. 4.40, Eq. 4.27
and Eq. 4.28). Hence, they cannot be a used directly in the budget equations of cloud
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water droplets and ice crystals. To derive a nucleation rate of cloud droplets SactNc and ice
crystals SnucNi several assumptions were made.
For the nucleation of clouds droplets three different cases were defined for which
the nucleation of cloud droplets can occur. In case of an already existing cloud the
nucleation rate of droplets at the cloud base (lowest layer with sg > 0) is calculated on










N∗c (smax), (cloud base case) [4.41]
where K is the turbulent diffusion coefficient. If the cloud is newly formed or Nc is lower
than 10 cm−3 as well as for in-cloud activation of aerosol particles above the cloud base
the nucleation rate of cloud droplets is given by
SactNc = max([N
∗
c −Nc]/∆t,0), (new cloud and in-cloud case) [4.42]
where ∆t is the time step used and Nc is the cloud droplet number concentration be-
fore droplet nucleation. In-cloud activation is calculated only if the parameterization
of (Nenes et al., 2001; Fountoukis and Nenes, 2005) is used. In this case the growth
of the existing cloud droplets can be considered in the parameterization of smax using
the extension of Barahona et al. (2010b) (Eq. 4.23) for the growth of large inertially-
limited aerosol particles. One should note that aerosol particles that have been activated
at the cloud base are considered in the calculation of the in-cloud activation. This can
potentially cause an overestimation of the number of activated droplets inside the cloud,
especially for low aerosol number concentrations. Nevertheless, in-cloud activation is
accounted for to avoid unrealistic low Nc in case of convective cloud systems with strong
updrafts inside the clouds. For all cases the maximum number concentration of cloud
droplets after nucleation is restricted by the total number concentration of aerosol parti-
cles.
The parameterization of the nucleation rate of ice crystals by the freezing of aerosol
particles follows Reisner and Bruintjes (1998); Seifert and Beheng (2006b) and others









In doing so, one avoids unrealistic high values of Ni formed by the successive calculation




A comprehensive two-moment bulk microphysical scheme (Seifert and Beheng, 2006b;
Seifert et al., 2006; Noppel et al., 2006; Blahak, 2008) was included in COSMO-ART to
further improve the representation of cloud microphysics and to enable the simulation
of aerosol impacts on ice clouds. This scheme distinguishes six hydrometeor categories
(cloud drops, cloud ice, rain, snow, graupel, and hail) and represents each particle type
by its respective number and mass concentration, the zeroth and first moment of the
number size distribution with respect to the droplet mass respectively . A (generalized)
gamma size distribution is used for each hydrometeor class, where the so-called shape
parameters are held constant during the simulation.
For the warm clouds, the scheme considers autoconversion of cloud droplets to rain,
accretion of cloud droplets by rain drops, self-collection of cloud and rain droplets,
break-up of rain drops, and evaporation of rain drops. Condensational growth of cloud
droplets is calculated with a saturation adjustment technique.
For the cold clouds, homogeneous and heterogeneous ice nucleation, diffusional growth
of ice crystals, freezing of cloud and rain droplets, aggregation, self-collection, riming,
conversion to graupel, melting, sublimation, shedding, and Hallett-Mossop ice multipli-
cation are considered. The freezing of cloud and rain drops is calculated with a classical
statistical approach based on an empirical relation for the freezing probability as a func-
tion of temperature (Seifert and Beheng, 2006b). Note that the freezing of cloud and
rain droplets is independent of the simulated IN concentrations. This may introduce an
underestimation of the glaciation of mixed phase clouds for high IN concentrations, but
can be justified by a small fraction of cloud droplets originating from activated insoluble
particles in the presented simulations (Sect. 6).
A detailed description of the cloud microphysical processes is given in Seifert and
Beheng (2006b) and Blahak (2008), and a statistical analysis of the aerosol-cloud inter-
action for three summer seasons using the microphysics scheme is presented in Seifert
et al. (2011).
Cloud microphysical processes and aerosol particles are coupled via the formation of
cloud droplets and ice crystals by activation, and homogeneous and heterogeneous freez-
ing of aerosol particles. The derivation of the activation rate SactNc and ice nucleation rate
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SnucNi is given in Sect. 4.4. The budget equations for cloud droplet number concentration
and ice crystal number concentration are
∂
∂ t

















where SNc stands for the microphysical sources and sinks of cloud droplets and SNi for
the microphysical sources and sinks of ice crystals. SactNc and S
nuc
Ni are calculated only if
the grid-scale updraft w and the grid-scale supersaturation with respect to water and ice
respectively are positive. For in-cloud activation, the vertical gradient of supersaturation
in addition must be positive.
Note that in contrast to the standard cloud scheme of COSMO and its extension by
Bangert (2008) the sedimentation of cloud droplets and ice crystals is considered.
4.6. Cloud Optical Properties
The cloud optical thickness τcloud depends on the size of cloud droplets and the water
content of the cloud (Sect. 2.4.2). To simulate the impact of aerosol particles on the
optical properties of clouds the varying droplet and ice crystal sizes have to be accounted
for in the radiation scheme. For the calculation of the radiation transfer with GRAALS
the extinction coefficient βe, single-scattering albedo ω , and asymmetry factor g of the
clouds are needed (Sect. 3.3).
With the restriction to the visible range of light, βe for a liquid cloud is given by Eq.
2.80 as a function of the mass concentration of cloud water mc and the effective radii rc,eff
of the cloud droplet distribution. The calculation of βe for general conditions along with
ω , and g needs the explicit solution of the Maxwell equations (e.g. with the so-called
Mie solution for a spherical particle) because the particle size is in the same order as the
wavelength of light. For an application in a three dimensional atmospheric model the
Mie solution is computational too time consuming. As a consequence, parameterizations
have to be used. In this study the parameterization of Hu and Stamnes (1993) is used to
formulate the optical properties of liquid clouds as a function of rc,eff
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βe,c(λ ) = mc(a1r
b1
c,eff + c1), [4.46]
ωc(λ ) = 1− (a2rb2c,eff + c2), [4.47]
gc(λ ) = a3r
b3
c,eff + c3, [4.48]
where ay, by, and cy for y = 1,2,3 are fitting constants derived by a Mie solution for
different wavelengths and are given in Hu and Stamnes (1993). Note that in Hu and
Stamnes (1993) Eq. 4.46 to Eq. 4.48 are given for specific input units of rc,eff and mc.
For ice clouds the calculation of the optical properties is more complex in compar-
ison to liquid clouds, due to the complex shape of the ice crystals. In this study the
parameterization of Edwards et al. (2007) is used. Here βe, ω , and g for ice clouds are
parameterized as a function of an effective dimension Di,eff of the ice crystal population.
Here, Di,eff represents the complex shape of the ice crystals. The definition of Di,eff is
chosen to be consistent to the definition of the effective radii of cloud droplets and is
given by Di,eff = 2ri,eff assuming a spherical shape of the ice particles. For consistency
with the formulation for liquid clouds, only ri,eff is used in the following. Based on the








where M3,i and M2,i are the third and second moment of the ice crystal size distribution
nN,i(ri).
The optical properties of ice clouds are parameterized by
βe,i(λ ) = mc(á0 + á1(2ri,eff)−1 + á2(2ri,eff)−2), [4.50]
ωi(λ ) = 1− (b́0 + b́1(2ri,eff)1 + b́2(2ri,eff)2 + b́3(2ri,eff)3), [4.51]
gi(λ ) = ć0 + ć1(2ri,eff)1 + ć2(2ri,eff)2 + ć3(2ri,eff)3, [4.52]
where áy, b́y, and ćy for y = 1,2,3 are fitting constants derived by a Mie solution for
different wavelengths and are given in Edwards et al. (2007).
To use Eq. 4.46 to 4.52 in GRAALS, means of the fitting constants have to be calcu-
lated for the eight spectral bands. Here, the mean constants calculated by Zubler et al.
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(2011b) are used. Precipitating hydrometeors of snow, graupel, and rain are not consid-
ered in the radiation calculations, which may introduce a bias in the calculated radiation
fields (Waliser et al., 2011).
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Interaction
The new extended model version of COSMO-ART enables, for the first time, the inves-
tigation of feedback processes between natural and anthropogenic emissions, gas phase
chemistry, aerosol dynamics, cloud processes, radiation, and the state of the atmosphere
together in a three-dimensional numerical simulation on the regional scale. Two dif-
ferent case studies were carried out to investigate different aspects of the aerosol-cloud
interaction.
The first study focuses on the impact of anthropogenic aerosol acting as CCN on
clouds and their properties and the impact of clouds on the aerosol distribution. The
impact of orographic structures on the aerosol-cloud interaction is highlighted and the
susceptibility of precipitation to aerosol variations is investigated for Europe. The con-
tent of this chapter is published in Bangert et al. (2011).
With the extended model version of COSMO-ART, the chain from emission of gases,
gas phase chemistry, nucleation of particles, activation of the particles, up to clouds
and precipitation on the regional scale can be simulated. Due to this online coupling of
gases, aerosol and clouds, different feedback mechanisms can be considered in the sim-
ulations. Clouds modify the radiation in the atmosphere strongly, which has an impact
on photochemistry and dynamics and therefore on the distribution of aerosol particles.
This modifies the number of available CCN and therefore has an impact on the size dis-
tribution of the cloud droplets. As a result, the autoconversion of droplets to rain can
be altered, which can cause a change in precipitation and by release or absorption of
latent heat in different layers, the dynamics can be influenced. The change in precipita-
tion consequently alters the aerosol distribution by washout of particles. The change in
dynamics can also change the emissions of sea salt, which can cause a strong change in
the number of available CCN especially in clean marine air.
This study addresses the following questions:
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1. Are there systematic patterns in the distributions of aerosol number and mass con-
centration as well as cloud droplet number concentration? Are there close links
between them?
2. Is there a relation between CCN, terrain slope, and cloud droplet number concen-
trations?
3. How are precipitation patterns altered when the interaction of aerosol particles and
warm cloud processes are taken into account?
5.1. Simulation Setup
This study focuses on the interaction of aerosol acting as CCN with the liquid cloud
phase. Table 5.1 shows the model setup for the representation of the aerosol-cloud in-
teraction. The hybrid moment cloud scheme of Bangert (2008) is used to simulate the
impact of CCN on cloud microphysics. The activation of the particles is calculated with
the parameterization of Abdul-Razzak and Ghan (2000). The ice nucleation is indepen-
dent of the simulated aerosol particles. As a result, all feedbacks are caused by aerosol
acting as CCN.
A horizontal grid size of 0.125◦ (∼14 km) in both horizontal directions and 40 verti-
cal levels up to a height of 20 km were used. The meteorological initial and boundary
conditions are taken from the IFS model analyses of ECMWF. For the gaseous com-
pounds and the aerosol particles, clean air conditions are prescribed. The analyses are
used to update the meteorological boundary conditions every six hours. At the lateral
boundaries a buffer zone is applied for all variables, according to the standard procedure
of the COSMO model.
The simulation domain covers large parts of Europe and the Mediterranean (Fig. 5.2a).
The simulation period is 16–20 August 2005. The domain and period are identical to
the high cloud cover case in Vogel et al. (2009) in which the direct radiation feedback
of the aerosol particles has been investigated and a comprehensive comparison of the
simulated aerosol distributions with COSMO-ART to observations has been carried out.
Until 18 August the domain is mainly influenced by a high pressure ridge over Europe.
During the following days a high level trough approached Europe and caused a cyclo-
genesis over the Benelux (Fig. 5.1). This yielded cloudy conditions, precipitation, and
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westerly winds for large parts of Europe. During the last two days of the period a frontal
system passed France and Germany. This caused an enhanced development of clouds in
the frontal area and a change in air mass from warm continental to cool maritime air.
Two simulations were performed. In simulation A the whole period from 16–20 Au-
gust 2005 was simulated including the interaction of aerosol particles with liquid cloud
microphysics. The direct radiation feedback of the aerosol particles with the radiation
was switched off to focus on the aerosol-cloud interaction. The first day was used to spin
up the model and build up the aerosol concentration. For the analysis of the distribution
of CCN and of the cloud properties the 18–20 August period was used. Simulation
B was performed to quantify the impact of changes in aerosol concentration on cloud
properties and precipitation. This simulation covers only the last two days of the period,
where most of the precipitation occurred. The initial values for simulation B were taken
from simulation A at 19 August, 00:00 UTC. In contrast to simulation A, a fixed aerosol
concentration was prescribed in simulation B for the whole simulation domain (Table
5.2).
The prescribed aerosol concentration is identical to the conditions at a single grid
point in South-West Germany at 19 August, 09:00 UTC, which represents approximately
the average aerosol conditions during the simulation period. These values were kept con-
stant and were used at all grid points in simulation B. The corresponding CCN spectrum
of the prescribed aerosol concentration is shown in Fig. 5.2b.
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Fig. 5.1.: Synoptic situation represented by 500 hPa geopotential in gpdm (black contours), sur-
face pressure in hPa (white contours), and relative topography in gpdm (colours) during
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Fig. 5.2.: (a) Terrain height within the model domain, (b) CCN spectrum of the prescribed
aerosol in simulation B.
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Tab. 5.2.: Simulation description.
Abbreviation Period Aerosol Initial Data
A 16–20 August 2005 Simulated, 8 Modes ECMWF
B 19–20 August 2005 Constant, homogenous Simulation A
5.2. Spatial Distribution of Aerosol and Cloud Droplets
Figure 5.3a shows the total number concentration of the simulated aerosol averaged over
the period 18–20 August and over the height interval 0 to 1500 m. The highest number
concentrations are found above Spain. Clean air is advected over areas with high emis-
sions, which leads to the formation of new particles with small diameters. High parti-
cle number concentrations are also simulated above South-Germany. The correspond-
ing distribution of the simulated CCN (0.1 %) number concentrations for simulation A
are given in Fig. 5.3b. Above the Atlantic the CCN number concentrations are below
50 cm−3. It is evident that the spatial patterns of aerosol number concentrations and
of CCN (0.1 %) are quite different. High CCN number concentrations on the order of
600 cm−3 are simulated in the southern part of Germany and in the northern part of the
Po Valley. Comparing Fig. 5.3a and b shows that there is no obvious correlation be-
tween total aerosol number concentration and CCN (0.1 %) number concentration. The
distributions of aerosol mass concentration and CCN (0.1 %) number concentration also
showed no obvious correlation. For example, over the ocean total aerosol mass con-
centration can be very high due to large sea salt particles but the CCN (0.1 %) number
concentration is very low. Calculations of the CCN concentrations for other supersat-
urations showed that the pattern of the CCN strongly depends on the supersaturation.
This shows that the distribution of CCN strongly depends on the size distributions and
the chemical compositions of the aerosol particles, which determine the shapes of the
CCN spectra and, therefore, the distribution of CCN at different supersaturations.
Figure 5.3c shows the corresponding simulated cloud droplet concentrations Nc. The
average Nc reaches its highest values, on the order of 400 cm−3, above France, Benelux,
and Germany. Above the Atlantic Nc is below 50 cm−3. The pattern of Nc shows a very
patchy distribution. The highest concentrations are found in the vicinity of mountainous
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(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 5.3.: Simulated spatial distributions (Simulation A) of (a) average aerosol number concen-
tration, (b) average CCN (0.1 %) number concentration, and (c) average Nc for the
height interval 0 to 1500 m a.s.l. and the time period 18–20 August 2005.
regions. This indicates a possible correlation between orografic features and the average
Nc, which is investigated in more detail.
5.3. Correlation of Terrain Slope and Cloud Droplet Number
The number of droplets inside a cloud depends on a variety of processes. On the one
hand, the vertical velocity and the aerosol population determine the number of activated
particles and, therefore, the initial value of Nc. On the other hand the microphysical
processes inside the cloud change the cloud droplet spectra during the development of
the cloud in time. With regional scale simulations it is possible to consider the complex
topography which has local and systematic impact on the state of the atmosphere and
therefore on, for instance, the vertical wind field. The simulation results indicate that
there is a relation between terrain slope, CCN, and Nc. This is checked in the following
by quantifying the terrain slope T S at a certain grid point with a very basic approach:
T S(i, j) = 14∆x(|h(i, j)−h(i−1, j)|+ |h(i, j)−h(i+1, j)|
+ |h(i, j)−h(i, j−1)|+ |h(i, j)−h(i, j +1)|)
[5.1]
in which h(i, j) is the terrain height at the grid-point (i, j) and ∆x is the horizontal grid
size.
The dependency of average Nc on CCN (0.1 %) and T S are given in Fig. 5.4a. The
figure shows that the highest values of Nc are found in areas where the terrain slope is
high.
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Fig. 5.4.: (a) Dependence of Nc on terrain slope parameter T S and CCN (0.1 %) concentration for
18–20 August 2005 and (b) cumulative percentage contribution nw of the grid-scale in-
cloud vertical velocity for different values of T S for 18–20 August 2005. Nc and CCN
concentrations as well as the in-cloud vertical velocity are vertical averages for 0 to
1500 m a.s.l. (Simulation A).
Complex topography is able to modify the vertical wind field in the atmosphere. With
the performed regional scale simulations the mesoscale impact of the terrain slope on
the vertical wind velocities is resolved. The distribution functions nw of the simulated
vertically averaged grid-scale vertical velocities inside the clouds are shown in Fig. 5.4b.
When T S is increasing, the mean grid-scale vertical velocity within the clouds is increas-
ing.
In flat areas with T S lower than 0.01, the negative and the positive vertical velocities
occur with equal frequency. 75 % of the vertical velocities within the clouds are greater
than zero, when T S is larger than 0.01. This implies that in mountainous areas clouds are
on average mainly in a development stage in which new particles can get activated. This
explains the average higher values of Nc in the mountainous areas. Reutter et al. (2009)
defined aerosol- and updraft-limited regimes of cloud droplet formation by using a one-
dimensional cloud parcel model. They found that for a high ratio of updraft velocity and
aerosol number concentration Nc is very sensitive to changes in aerosol number concen-
tration, where for low ratios Nc is relatively insensitive to changes in the aerosol number
concentration. According to the three-dimensional simulations results in this study sim-
ilar regimes can be distinguished in terms of average Nc, CCN, and T S (Fig. 5.4a). In
mountainous areas Nc strongly depends on the CCN, whereas in flat areas the average
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Nc is less sensitive to changes in CCN. This can be explained by the dependency of
aerosol activation on updraft velocity and aerosol number and is in conformance with
the findings of Reutter et al. (2009).
To simulate the interaction of aerosol particles with clouds in modern global climate
models, the subgrid-scale vertical velocities are crucial for the calculation of aerosol ac-
tivation. Due to the coarse spatial resolution, the updrafts during cloud development are
not resolved. Therefore, parameterizations have to be used. Many climate models inte-
grate the activation parameterization for a given probability density function (PDF) of
the vertical velocity to calculate the aerosol activation in one grid box. For this approach,
the PDF of the subgrid-scale vertical velocity must be known. A common approach is to
use the grid-scale vertical velocity as the center of the PDF and to determine the width
corresponding to the turbulence e.g., the vertical eddy diffusivity or the turbulent kinetic
energy (e.g. Storelvmo et al., 2006).
The presented results indicate that a parameterization of the PDF of subgrid-scale
vertical velocities in climate models also should take the effect of subgrid-scale terrain
slope (T S) into account. A first pragmatic approach is to determine the center of the
PDF wPDF as a linear function of the grid averaged subgrid-scale T S, T S,
wPDF = κ ·T S. [5.2]
Calculating the center of nw(T S) (Fig. 5.4b) we get κ ≈ 2.8 m s−1. One should note that
this is only a rough estimate. An improved formulation of the parameterization, based
on a statistical analysis of model results that cover a period of several years with a high
spatial resolution, will be presented in a future study. Such a parameterization results
in more realistic cloud droplet numbers in mountainous regions. For climate models
without the representation of aerosols, a pragmatic parameterization of Nc as a function
of T S could be developed.
5.4. Aerosol Number Concentrations in the Vicinity of Clouds
In several measurement studies (Weigelt et al., 2009; Twohy et al., 2002; Keil and
Wendisch, 2001; Hegg et al., 1990) high number concentrations of aerosol particles,
respectively CCN, were found in the vicinity of clouds. Radke and Hobbs (1991) sug-
gested that the vertical transport of precursor gases, the enhanced photolysis above the
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(a) (b)
Fig. 5.5.: (a) Time evolution of the profile of the difference in the horizontally averaged total
aerosol number concentration of cloudy to cloud free grid points, (b) time evolution of
the profile of the horizontally averaged nucleation rate.
cloud and the high humidity in these regions can cause nucleation events and as a con-
sequence high number concentrations of aerosol particles close to the clouds. With
COSMO-ART this hypothesis can be checked, since all involved processes are consid-
ered and the potential impact of clouds on the nucleation of particles can be quantified.
At first the major nucleation events that occur in the simulation are identified.
Figure 5.5a shows the time evolution of the profile of the horizontally averaged differ-
ence in the total aerosol number concentration of cloudy to cloud free grid points. The
difference is mainly positive with high values in the free troposphere during midday. In
Fig. 5.5b, the time evolution of the profile of horizontally averaged nucleation is shown.
The criterion for a nucleation event is a change of more than 104 particles h−1 cm−3 in
the smallest aerosol mode. In our simulations the nucleation of particles occurs in the
late morning in the free troposphere. The nucleation is strongest at 19 August, with
a maximum at an altitude of approximately 5000 m a.s.l. The occurrence of the nucle-
ation events is consistent with the maximum differences in the total aerosol number. The
higher aerosol number in the vicinity of clouds can therefore be explained by more ef-
fective nucleation close to the clouds. This supports the findings of the aforementioned
studies.
Finally, this has an impact on the number of available CCN in areas where clouds
develop. Figure 5.6 shows the time evolution of the profile of the ratio of horizontally
averaged CCN (0.1 %) at grid cells containing cloud water and of horizontally averaged
CCN (0.1 %) at cloud free grid cells. Below 1000 m a.s.l. the ratio is close to 1 and then
increases monotonically up to a ratio of 10 in 5000 m a.s.l. This ratio is nearly constant
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Fig. 5.6.: Time evolution of the profile of the ratio of horizontally averaged CCN (0.1 %) con-
centrations at grid cells containing cloud water and at cloud free grid cells.
during the passage of the front system from 19–20 August. In the free troposphere,
the simulated number concentration of CCN (0.1 %) is much higher in areas where the
clouds develop than in the cloud free surroundings.
Despite the fact that the enhanced nucleation plays a crucial role here, vertical trans-
port of particles is also important. Flossmann (1998) showed that in a medium-sized
convective cloud up to 70 % of the particulate mass can be transported into the free
troposphere and can cause an accumulation of particles above the cloud.
5.5. Aerosols, Clouds, and Precipitation
The net impact of aerosol on clouds and precipitation can hardly be quantified in general
because of the regime-dependent complex interactions (Stevens and Feingold, 2009).
Besides the direct impact of aerosol on cloud microphysics due to changes in CCN
number and therefore changes in droplet size, the dynamics and the atmospheric water
cycle play an important role for the development of the clouds and the formation of pre-
cipitation (Sandu et al., 2008, 2009; Khain et al., 2008). Stevens and Feingold (2009)
pointed out that interactions on different spatial and temporal scales can buffer the im-
pact of aerosol changes to some extent. How efficient these buffering processes are is
not yet known.
With the presented simulations of several days for a large model domain the direct
microphysical response of the cloud to aerosol changes as well as the resulting macro-
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(a) (b)
Fig. 5.7.: Difference in the (a) average Nc and (b) the average mean cloud droplet diameter be-
tween simulations A and B for 0 to 1500 m a.s.l. and 19–20 August 2005.
physical feedbacks on dynamics and on the water cycle can be resolved. Therefore, the
net response of cloud properties and precipitation can be investigated and quantified.
Introducing a perturbation in regional-scale atmospheric simulations, due to new phys-
ical processes or artificially, will in general result in a perturbed precipitation distribution
due to e.g., spatial shifts in the location of locally isolated cloud systems after several
simulation days. For this reason the following analysis of the aerosol precipitation inter-
action focuses on a short simulation period of two days from 19–20 August 2005.
In Fig. 5.7a the difference of the mean Nc between simulation A and B are shown
for the period of 19–20 August 2005. The simulated aerosol particles in simulation A
cause lower Nc over the ocean and higher Nc over the continent and the Northern Sea
compared to the prescribed aerosol in simulation B. The changes in mean Nc are directly
related to the different availability of CCN in the two simulations.
The difference in Nc is reflected in the difference of the mean droplet size for most
parts of the model domain, but there are also local regions, e.g. some parts over West-
ern Germany, where the mean cloud droplet size is bigger despite the higher mean Nc
(Fig. 5.7b). Dynamic feedbacks and, therefore, changes in the condensation overcome
the initial impact of the aerosol on the microphysics in these areas.
Figure 5.8a shows the total accumulated precipitation of run A for the 19–20 Au-
gust 2005. Over the Atlantic Ocean weak precipitation was produced by warm stratocu-
mulus clouds. The precipitation amount did not exceed 5 mm in this area during this
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(a) (b)
Fig. 5.8.: (a) Accumulated precipitation in simulation A for 19–20 August 2005, (b) difference of
the accumulated precipitation amount between simulations A and B for 19–20 August
2005.
period. The highest precipitation amounts with values up to more than 30 mm occurred
in the region of the Alps, the southern part of Germany, in France, and around the de-
pression over the Northern Sea. The precipitation in these areas is produced mainly by
mixed phase clouds.
The difference of the total accumulated grid-scale precipitation of A and B are de-
picted in Fig. 5.8b. Over the ocean the lower CCN number and, consequently, the bigger
mean cloud droplet size caused an increase of the precipitation amount in the order of
a few millimeter for the whole area. This is directly related to the more efficient forma-
tion of warm precipitation in the shallow stratiform clouds due to the lower CCN number
concentration.
In case of the mixed phase cloud system, the impact of the aerosol changes on the
precipitation is quite different. Whereas the location of the precipitation events is almost
identical in both simulations, the total amount of the precipitation shows an alternation
of increases and decreases. This is due to temporal and spatial shifts of the precipitation
produced by the individual moving cloud systems.
In the areas with mixed phase clouds and higher precipitation amounts, the clouds
have, on average, more condensate and higher updrafts inside the clouds in simulation
A in which the CCN number is higher. Therefore, the impact on the precipitation can
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be related mainly to dynamical effects, which can be initially caused by the changes in
the aerosol concentration (Seifert and Beheng, 2006a). But previous and surrounding
clouds can also affect the dynamics in several ways. Because of the complex non-linear
interactions, the individual processes can hardly be separated.
For the quantification of the impact of the CCN on the precipitation, the precipitation
susceptibility β can be used (Sorooshian et al., 2009). β is a measure of the response
of the precipitation to changes in Nc or CCN. Here, β is calculated as a function of
CCN(0.1%), which is an average between approximately 300 to 2000 m a.s.l., and the
rain amount of the following hour R1h. Precipitation events with less than 0.01 mm
precipitation per hour are neglected.
β =− ∆ log(R1h)
∆ log(CCN)
[5.3]
β is usually used for warm clouds, where positive values indicate their typical behaviour
with more CCN cause less rain and negative values indicate more CCN cause more rain.
Negative values of β can only be caused by additional processes and feedbacks besides
the direct microphysical impact of the CCN number concentration on droplet number
concentration and on the coagulation of cloud droplets, respectively. In this study β is
applied for warm and mixed phase clouds. In contrast to other studies, which use one
representative time during the development of a specific cloud, β is calculated for each
hour and for the whole simulation domain and, therefore, covers different development
stages of clouds. The advantage is that not only the first impact of the aerosol on the
precipitation but also the ongoing feedbacks during the further cloud development are
covered. Aerosol can, at first, change the precipitation in the early development of the
cloud by modifying the autoconversion which will result in a positive β . This process
can then cause a feedback with the ice phase of the cloud causing a negative β , and then
afterwards, due to a change in condensate in the cloud, β can change its sign once again.
A distribution of β , termed nβ , was calculated for the whole model domain and the last
two days of the simulation period for about 110 000 grid points (Fig. 5.9). The peak of
nβ is at a value of zero. The distribution shows that it is hard to estimate a mean value of
β , for example for climate purposes, because both positive and negative β occur almost
in the same amount. Moreover, what can be seen by this single simulation, which covers
different cloud types and their development over several days, is that there is a slight
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Fig. 5.9.: Simulated relative distribution nβ of β for intervals of ∆β = 0.01 for 19–20 Au-
gust 2005.
skewness of nβ to positive values of β . As a result the mean value for β is 0.23 for this
simulation.
Sorooshian et al. (2009, 2010) separated different cloud regimes by correlating β and
the cloud liquid water path LWP for cloud parcel and LES simulations and satellite
measurements. They found that β increases with LWP till approximately 0.7–1 kg m−2
and then decreases again. In Fig. 5.10a, β is shown as a function of cloud water path for
our simulation. The mean β increases with increasing cloud water path until 0.5 kg m−2
and then stays approximately constant at a value of 0.4.
To find the LWP for which the impact of CCN on the precipitation is most significant
in our simulations independent of the sign of β , the absolute value |β | of β for all points
with an hourly precipitation amount greater than 0.2 mm was calculated. In Fig. 5.10b,
|β | is depicted as a function of cloud water path. It is increasing up to a value of 1 at
LWP = 0.85 and then decreasing for larger LWP. This result is in agreement with the




























Fig. 5.10.: (a) Simulated precipitation susceptibility β as a function of cloud liquid water path
LWP for all grid points for 19–20 August 2005 and (b) |β | for all grid points with
more than 0.2 mm per hour for the same period. Shadings show the joint histogram
for the available precipitation data. Dark colors indicate a high density of data points.
5.6. Conclusions
The model system was applied for Europe for a period in August 2005. The simula-
tion of the CCN distribution showed that the treatment of aerosol size distribution and
chemical composition is necessary in mesoscale studies with focus on the aerosol-cloud
interaction and cannot be replaced by, for instance, correlations of CCN with either
aerosol number or mass concentration.
It was shown that the mean Nc is dependent on the structure of the terrain. A terrain
slope parameter T S was introduced to classify this dependency. The dependency of Nc
on T S could be explained by the different PDF of in-cloud updrafts for different T S.
This relationship can be used to parameterize the PDF of subgrid-scale cloud updraft
velocity in climate models or directly for mean Nc for climate models in which no aerosol
information is available.
The simulations showed big differences in aerosol number concentration at high alti-
tudes during the late morning as well as a strong enhancement of CCN with increasing
altitude in cloudy areas in comparison to cloud free areas. It was shown that the nucle-
ation of secondary particles is strongly enhanced above the clouds. This is caused by
a more effective photochemistry, humid conditions, and the strong vertical transport of
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precursor gases in the cloudy areas. The simulations show that the distribution of CCN
and clouds are strongly correlated with each other. Therefore, the treatment of complex
photochemistry is crucial in atmospheric models to simulate the distribution of CCN.
The changes of cloud properties and precipitation for a prescribed aerosol distribu-
tion were investigated. The changes in the aerosol and the changes of Nc and mean
droplet radii showed a clear correlation with more droplets and smaller radii in areas
with more available CCN. For precipitation the changes showed different behaviours
with a slightly enhanced precipitation in the maritime stratus because of less CCN and
spatial and temporal shifts in the precipitation over the continent where mixed phase
clouds are dominant. To quantify the impact of the aerosol on the precipitation, the pre-
cipitation susceptibility β was calculated for each time step and for the whole model
domain. The distribution function of the susceptibility showed that both positive and
negative values occur almost with equal frequency, but that the distribution has a slight
skewness to positive values and a mean β of 0.23. In our simulations, clouds with a liq-
uid water path of approximately 0.85 kg m−2 are most susceptible to aerosol changes
with an absolute β of 1. The mean β for clouds with a liquid water path between
0.5 kg m−2 and 1 kg m−2 is approximately 0.4.
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Temperature over Europe
The second study focuses on a severe Saharan dust event over Europe in May 2008.
With the new model framework the impact of dust on atmospheric state can be quanti-
fied, as it considers the competition of dust with other aerosol particles during droplet
and ice formation and the feedback processes related to cloud microphysics, radiation,
and precipitation. The sensitivity of predicted atmospheric state to the dust amount,
properties (hygroscopicity), and parameterization is studied thoroughly. The content of
this chapter is published in Bangert et al. (2012).
One of the major contributor to the atmospheric aerosol mass is mineral dust. Even
though the emission sources of mineral dust are mainly desert regions, dust particles
can be transported over long distances. Europe and the Mediterranean can be strongly
affected by dust outbreaks originating in the Sahara Desert (Wiacek et al., 2010). This
study addresses the following questions:
• Is there any significant effect of the aerosol-cloud interaction on the state of the
atmosphere on short time scales, especially during extraordinary aerosol events
like dust storms?
• How strong is the impact of Saharan dust events on the surface temperature and
the state of the atmosphere over Europe? Are there consequences for operational
weather forecast?
Beside their impact on clouds, dust particles modify the atmospheric radiation balance
directly (Cavazos et al., 2009), which can cause a cooling or heating of the surface
depending on several factors like the surface albedo and the elevation of the dust layer
(Stanelle et al., 2010; Cavazos et al., 2009; Yin and Chen, 2007). Previous studies (Perez
et al., 2006; Chaboureau et al., 2011) pointed out that including this direct interaction of
mineral dust with radiation in model systems used for numerical weather prediction has
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the potential to improve the quality of the forecast, especially in regions like Europe and
the Mediterranean where the dust concentrations are dominated by sporadic Saharan
dust events. As the impact of the aerosol-cloud interaction is assumed to be stronger
than the direct impact on radiation (IPCC, 2007), the influence of these dust events can
be even stronger.
Mineral dust particles are efficient IN (e.g. Field et al., 2006; Möhler et al., 2006).
Since homogeneous freezing of deliquescent aerosol is very unlikely for temperatures
higher than−35 ◦C, the ice nucleation in the troposphere strongly depends on the hetero-
geneous freezing involving IN (Cantrell and Heymsfield, 2005). In an eleven year lidar-
derived cloud data set, Seifert et al. (2010) found a 30 % higher amount of ice containing
clouds over Europe with cloud top temperatures from −10 to −20 ◦C in air masses that
contained Saharan dust. Analyzing satellite measurements from multiple platforms of
a Saharan dust outbreak over the Atlantic in 2004, Min and Li (2010) showed that ice
clouds tend to form at higher temperatures when dust particles are present. Global mod-
elling studies demonstrated the important contribution of mineral dust to IN number
concentration (e.g. Hoose et al., 2008; Lohmann and Diehl, 2006). The impact of min-
eral dust on the formation of cirrus clouds for temperatures lower than −35 ◦C depends
on the competition of the heterogeneous freezing of mineral dust with the homogeneous
freezing of liquid aerosol particles. For conditions with low updraft velocities, the het-
erogeneous freezing of dust particles is able to inhibit the homogeneous freezing and
cause a decrease in ice crystal number concentration of the affected cirrus clouds (Bara-
hona et al., 2010a).
Based on observations gathered by several satellites including TRMM, Terra and
Aqua, and Meteosat-8 Min et al. (2009) showed that mineral dust significantly increases
ice crystal number concentration and cloud droplet concentration with the consequence
of a decreasing precipitation rate. Similar results were found by Rosenfeld et al. (2001)
with a decrease in cloud droplet radius in clouds affected by dust and a suppression of
light precipitation. In contrast, Pradelle and Cautenet (2002) found a decrease in cloud
albedo in the presence of mineral dust because of an increase in cloud droplet radius.
These conflicting results indicate that the impact of mineral dust on cloud droplet num-
ber depends on the individual atmospheric conditions, e.g. background aerosol and cloud
type. A case study performed for the Eastern Mediterranean by Solomos et al. (2011)
showed an increase in droplet number and in cloud top height with an increasing con-
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centration of mineral dust particles, but also a strong dependency of the dust impact on
precipitation on the prescribed aerosol background conditions.
The impact of dust on the cloud droplet concentration in most studies was hypothe-
sized to be caused by hygroscopic coatings, which make them important CCN due to
their large size. With the exception of dust from dry lake beds, freshly emitted dust con-
tains little soluble material (Kumar et al., 2011). Processing of dust particles in clouds
(Levin et al., 1996) and the condensation of acids on the particles (Sullivan et al., 2007)
are prime mechanisms thought of creating hygroscopic coatings on dust. Kumar et al.
(2011) however pointed out that dust particles do not require deliquescent material to
act as CCN in the atmosphere, as the adsorption of water on the particle can induce
hygroscopicity equivalent to having a considerable soluble fraction. In a global study,
Karydis et al. (2011) pointed out that even uncoated mineral dust can contribute signifi-
cantly to cloud droplet number close to the source regions and that hygroscopic coating
of dust particles can decrease the cloud droplet number in regions which are affected by
anthropogenic emissions due to a decrease in water supersaturation.
This study focuses on a major dust event that occurred in May 2008. Its origin was
in the Sahara and from there mineral dust particles were transported over the Western
Mediterranean, covering large areas of Western Europe.
During this episode, high aerosol concentrations were observed throughout Europe;
ice nuclei concentrations significantly increased (compared to pre-event levels) at Kleiner
Feldberg, Germany (Klein et al., 2010). During the dust event, traditional weather fore-
cast models exhibited poor prediction skill. Here traditional means that operational
weather forecast models so far neglect the dynamic behavior of atmospheric aerosol
particles.
The German national meteorological service (Deutscher Wetterdienst, DWD) de-
tected a significant bias in their numerical weather forecast of the 2-m temperatures,
T2 m, of +1.5 K when the dust outbreaks reached SW-Germany (Damrath, 2010, DWD,
personal communication). A comparison of the predicted and observed T2 m is shown
in Fig. 6.1. The differences are largest during the afternoon. In the early morning the
temperatures converge again. The operational weather forecast at DWD is performed
with the model system COSMO (Consortium for Small-scale Modeling) (Baldauf et al.,
2011). Since the impact of aerosol particles on atmospheric state is accounted for in
COSMO by using prescribed profiles for aerosol optical properties and prescribed cloud
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Fig. 6.1.: Predicted T2 m as a function of forecast hour compared with measurements for the area
of SW-Germany (area Ω in Fig. 6.2). Each day a forecast for three days was simulated;
afterwards the results and the corresponding observations were averaged as a function
of forecast hour to identify systematic differences between forecast and observation
(Damrath, 2010, DWD, personal communication).
droplet and ice crystal numbers, extraordinary aerosol conditions like the dust event in
May 2008 are not represented in the simulations. This can potentially cause biases in
the weather forecast.
6.1. Simulation Setup
This study focuses on the overall impact of dust particles on liquid as well as ice clouds
and their optical properties. For this reason, the most comprehensive representation of
the aerosol-cloud interaction in the model-framework is used including the adsorption
activation of dust, homogeneous and heterogeneous freezing of aerosol particles, and
two-moment cloud microphysics. An overview of the model setup used for the repre-
sentation of the aerosol-cloud interactions is given in Table 6.1.
A nesting approach is used for the simulations. At first a simulation for a domain D0
covering Northwest Africa and Western Europe was performed. This domain enables
the explicit simulation of the dust emissions over Africa and the long-range transport
of the dust particles to Europe (Fig. 6.2). All gases and aerosol particles are simulated
(Sect. 3.1), but are not allowed to interact with clouds and radiation. Calculations of
the cloud microphysical processes are carried out with the one-moment cloud scheme,
which includes cloud water, rain, cloud ice, snow, and graupel. The grid size is 0.25◦
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(≈ 28 km) in both horizontal directions with 40 non-equidistant levels in the vertical up
to an height of 20 km. Initial and boundary conditions for meteorological variables are
obtained from the IFS ECMWF analysis; for gas-phase compounds, MOZART-4 results
(Emmons et al., 2010) are used. Clean air conditions are assumed for the initial aerosol
and for aerosol outside of the domain. The simulation starts at 22 May 2008, 00:00 UTC
and ends 30 May 2008, 00:00 UTC.
For the analysis of the aerosol-cloud interaction three simulations were carried out
on the nested grid for domain D1 (Fig. 6.2) covering regions affected by the dust event
(France, Germany, and the Mediterranean). Cloud microphysical processes were simu-
lated with the two-moment scheme (Sect. 4.5) and full interaction with the aerosol parti-
cles by activation, homogeneous freezing and heterogeneous freezing were allowed. The
horizontal grid size is 0.0625◦ (≈ 7 km) in both directions with 40 non-equidistant levels
in the vertical up to an height of 20 km and the simulated period is 22 May, 00:00 UTC
till 30 May, 00:00 UTC. The boundary and initial conditions for all prognostic variables
are taken from the simulation of the coarse grid for domain D0, which includes the con-
centration of dust transported from North Africa. The first four days (22 May till 25 May
2008) of the simulation are used to build up the aerosol concentration based on direct
emissions and secondary formation. The analysis of the results focuses on the dust event
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(26 May till 29 May 2008). The individual nested simulations differ in the setup used
for the dust-atmosphere interaction.
In simulation REF the interaction of dust particles with clouds and radiation was not
allowed. To investigate the impact of the dust particles due to their interaction with
clouds we carried out simulation C which includes the impact of the dust particles on
cloud formation via activation of dust particles and heterogeneous nucleation of cloud
ice on the dust particles. In simulation C it is assumed that the dust particles have no
hygroscopic coating. Therefore the FHH adsorption theory is used for the activation of
the dust particles using AFHH = 2.5, and BFHH = 1.2 (Kumar et al., 2011). Aged dust
particles can potentially have hygroscopic coatings which decreases the supersaturation
needed for their activation. To quantify the impact of this effect, simulation C∗ is carried
out, assuming that the dust particles are coated by 10 % (in volume) ammonium sulfate.
In this case the activation of the dust particles is calculated with the unified approach
of Kumar et al. (2011). In simulation CR, the direct interaction of the dust particles
with long and shortwave radiation is considered additionally to their impact on cloud
formation (with the conditions of simulation C). Table 6.2 gives an overview of the
individual simulations and their abbreviations.
In all simulations a detailed data set for anthropogenic emissions, which includes
traffic emissions, emissions by large point sources, and area sources such as households
and industrial areas, is used. The emission data has an hourly resolution and includes the
emission of SO2, CO, NOx, NH3, 32 individual classes of VOC, and the direct emission
of elemental carbon particles (Pregger et al., 2007).
6.2. The Saharan Dust Event
During 26 to 30 May 2008 Europe was affected by a strong Saharan dust event. A per-
sistent trough reaching from Iceland to Morocco dominated the synoptic situation dur-
ing these days. Due to steady southerly winds over the Mediterranean dust particles
were transported efficiently from the emission sources in the Sahara to Central Europe.
Figure 6.3 shows the measured and simulated aerosol mass concentration of particles
with a diameter below 10 µm (PM10 ) at Hohenpeissenberg, Germany (H. Flentje 2010,
DWD, personal communication). Please note that the vertical axis is in log10-scale to
take the large variation of PM10 during the dust event into account. The measurements
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Fig. 6.2.: Terrain height within the model domains.
Tab. 6.2.: Overview of the setup for the nested simulations. The interaction involving aerosol
include anthropogenic (if, ic, jf, jc, and s) and sea salt (sa, sb, and sc) modes, whereas
dust refers to the dust modes (da, db, and dc) only.
Interactions REF R C C∗ CR
Cloud–radiation • • • • •
Aerosol–radiation • • • • •
Aerosol–water clouds • • • • •
Aerosol–ice clouds • • • • •
Dust–water clouds (FFH theory) • •
Dust–water clouds (Unified theory) •
Dust–ice clouds • • •
Dust–radiation • •
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Fig. 6.3.: Measured aerosol mass concentration, PM10, at Hohenpeissenberg (Flentje, 2010,
DWD, personal communication) (solid line) and simulated PM10 (shadings) of the
coarse simulation for domain D0. Total aerosol mass concentration of dust particles of
mode da and db (orange shading), total aerosol mass concentration of all other modes
including anthropogenic aerosol particles and sea salt (blue shading).
show a strong increase of the aerosol mass starting at 26 May and lasting till 30 May. The
simulation attributes this to the arrival of mineral dust transported from the Sahara. The
model reproduces the measured PM10 concentrations reasonably well during the dust
event and captures the existing aerosol background before the arrival of the dust which
is dominated by particles from anthropogenic sources. Upon the arrival of the dust, the
simulated PM10 concentration of anthropogenic and biogenic particles decrease from
6 µg m−3 to 1 µg m−3 and increase again after the dust event. This indicates that the
aerosol population during a Saharan dust event over Europe differs strongly from the
simple assumption of adding additional dust particles to a typical (continental) aerosol
population. Therefore aerosol particles have to be simulated explicitly on the basis of
anthropogenic and natural emissions in studies, which address the interaction of dust
events with the atmosphere.
A comparison of the distribution of simulated and measured PM10 concentrations
(EEA, 2011) is shown in Figure 6.4 for the main days of the dust event. The distribution
of the dust plume (characterized by PM10 concentrations higher than 20 µg m3) is cap-
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Fig. 6.4.: Simulated average PM10 concentrations in the lowest model layer (case CR) in com-
parison to AIRBASE surface PM10 measurements (EEA, 2011).
tured well in the simulations. A strong gradient in PM10 between France and Germany
is found in both the simulation and the measurements. On the 29 May, the maximum
of the dust plume is shifted slightly to the North West in the simulation in comparison
to the observed distribution. In the northern part of of the model domain and in the Po
Valley the simulated PM10 concentrations are systematically lower, which is most likely
caused by uncertainties in the anthropogenic emission inventory and unresolved local
effects.
At the Atlas mountains the transported dust particles were lifted to the upper tropo-
sphere. This ascending air flow on the one hand enabled the long range transport of the
dust particles to Central Europe and on the other hand caused conditions favorable of
heterogeneous and homogeneous ice cloud formation. Additionally, warm and mixed
phase clouds were formed over the whole domain.
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Fig. 6.5.: Composites of cloud top temperatures measured with MODIS (top) and simulated
cloud top temperature (case C, bottom).
Figure 6.5 presents satellite retrievals of MODIS (Menzel et al., 2008) and calculated
cloud top temperatures on basis of simulation C during the morning hours. The cloud
top temperature at the individual grid points are calculated as the temperature of the
highest model layer in which the grid scale cloud optical thickness exceeds 0.05. Even
though both cloud top temperatures are derived in very different ways, a comparison
allows to check if the main features of the observed cloud distribution are represented in
the simulation. On the morning of the 26 May 2008 the high clouds in the eastern part
of the model domain are well captured, whereas the high clouds in the South Western
part are not found in the satellite data. On 27 May 2008, the north western part of
the model domain is covered by high clouds which are reproduced by the simulation.
The distribution of high clouds on 28 May 2008 shows an eye-catching pattern over
the Mediterranean. The high clouds over Eastern France and North Italy on the 29
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May 2008 are also reproduced by the simulation. The main differences on all days
occur in warm low level clouds which are detected by the MODIS retrieval e.g. over
the Mediterranean but are not reproduced by the simulations. This difference is partly
due to a misinterpretation of the MODIS retrieval algorithm which classifies the optical
thick dust layers over water as clouds (Frey, 2011, CIMSS/SSEC/UW-Madison, personal
communication). Differences in the absolute value of cloud top temperatures at very low
temperatures most likely arise from the coarse vertical resolution of the model at these
heights.
The main dust plume affecting Europe originated in Algeria where steady moderate
winds caused an effective emission of mineral dust into the atmosphere. Due to south
easterly winds, the dust particles were transported to the North where they were lifted
into the middle to upper troposphere at the Atlas Mountains.
Figure 6.6 presents the simulated daily mean dust number concentrations Nd for the
nested model domain during the period of the dust event. Nd is calculated for three
different temperature ranges, each of them favorable for a different process of aerosol
cloud interaction. In the lowest layer, which reaches from the ground up to the freezing
level, liquid clouds can form, with Nd being highest, up to more than 50 cm−3 inside the
plume over the Mediterranean. From 27 May till 29 May 2008 wide areas of Eastern
France and Western Germany were affected by dust concentrations above 25 cm−3.
In the middle layer, which reaches from the freezing level up to the level of homo-
geneous freezing (T ≈ 235 K) and hence is favorable of heterogeneous freezing, dust
number concentrations are in the order of 10 to 50 cm−3 with maxima over the eastern
part of France.
The upper layer, which reaches from the level of homogeneous freezing up to 15 km
height and hence is favorable of combined homogeneous and heterogeneous freezing,
has mean dust concentrations in the order of 1 cm−3 over Europe.
6.3. Impact on Cloud Droplet and Ice Crystal Number Concentration
Owing to their size and surface properties dust particles can act as CCN. High dust
concentrations can therefore modify the cloud droplet size distribution and consequently
the microphysical processes in the warm cloud phase. Dust particles are found to be very
efficient ice crystal nuclei in several lab and field studies (Field et al., 2006; Möhler et al.,
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Fig. 6.6.: Simulated daily means of dust number concentrations for atmospheric layers below
freezing level (bottom), layers favorable of heterogeneous freezing (middle), and layers
favorable of homogeneous freezing (top) for 26–29 May 2008.
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2006). Ice nucleation due to immersion freezing of dust particles starts at temperature
around 263 K with a freezing fraction on the order of 0.1 %. At temperature around
253 K, the freezing fraction of dust particles was found to be in the order of 1 % (Phillips
et al., 2008). At temperatures below 235 K ice crystal nucleation due to homogeneous
freezing of aerosol droplets sets in. At this temperature range heterogeneous freezing of
the dust particles has to compete with homogeneous freezing for water vapor.
In the following, joint histograms of cloud droplet and ice crystal number, Nc and
Ni, and mass concentrations, mc and mi, are shown for different temperature ranges
for simulation REF and C (Fig. 6.7, Fig. 6.10, and Fig. 6.11 ). The histograms are
calculated for all grid points and the whole period of the dust event (26–29 May 2008).
With the help of the joint histograms, systematic differences in the distribution of Nc,
Ni, mc, and mi between the simulations can be identified together with difference in the
overall number of grid points containing cloud water and ice crystals in the individual
simulations.
For temperatures above freezing level, the domain-wide joint histograms of cloud
droplets in simulation REF and C show small differences (Fig. 6.7). This is because the
overall number concentration of available CCN is dominated by sea salt and secondary
aerosol particles. The number concentrations of activated dust particles, N∗d , is mostly
below 3 cm−3 and higher number concentrations up to 20 cm−3 occurred only for total
activated number concentrations, N∗a , below 200 cm
−3. The fraction of N∗d to N
∗
a is
mostly below 10 %.
Despite the fact that the coated dust particles can be activated at lower supersatura-
tions than the uncoated particles, the domain wide joint histogram of cloud droplets in
simulation C∗ shows only slightly higher Nc in comparison with simulation C (Fig. 6.7).
One reason is that even though much more dust particles get activated in simulation C∗
in comparison to simulation C the number is still low in comparison to the total number
of activated particles for most of the grid points (Fig. 6.8). Nevertheless, there are more
cloudy grid points in simulation C∗ where N∗d contributes to 10 % or more of N
∗
a at values
of N∗a below 200 cm
−3. Hence the dust particles can have a significant impact on indi-
vidual clouds for conditions with low number concentrations of other aerosol particles.
Another reason for the low impact of coated dust particles on Nc is that the increased
number of activated dust particles causes lower maximum supersaturations, smax, due
to the growth of the dust particles. This lower supersaturation can result in a decrease
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REF C C∗
Fig. 6.7.: Domain wide joint histogram of number and mass concentrations for cloud droplets
calculated for grid points with Nd ≥ 1 cm−3 and temperatures above 273 K for 26–29
May 2008 for simulation REF, C and C∗.
C C∗
Fig. 6.8.: Domain wide joint histogram of activated dust particles, N∗d , and total number of acti-
vated aerosol particles, N∗a , calculated for grid points with Nd ≥ 1 cm−3 for 26–29 May
2008 for simulation C and C∗.
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REF C C∗
Fig. 6.9.: Joint histogram of updraft and maximum supersaturation, smax, during activation of
particles calculated for grid points with Nd ≥ 20 cm−3 for simulation REF, C, and C∗.
The updraft is calculated as w +
√
T KE. smax is the average of the corresponding
updraft PDF (see Eq. (4.39)).
of the activated droplets from aerosols other than dust. This can buffer the impact of
the increased number of activated dust particles on Nc (Kumar et al., 2009) and can be
another reason of why total droplet number does not increase significantly in simula-
tion C∗. In Fig. 6.9 the joint histogram of the maximum supersaturation and the updraft
during the activation process are shown for the cases REF, C, and C∗. The impact on
smax is strongest in case C∗, with significantly lower smax in comparison to case REF.
For uncoated dust particles (case C) the impact on smax is lower, because of the small
amounts of water required for FHH activation (Kumar et al., 2009), in comparison to the
Köhler activation of hygroscopic particles.
The impact of the dust particles on number and mass concentration of cloud droplets
and ice crystals for atmospheric layers with temperatures in the range of 273 to 235 K is
dominated by the heterogeneous nucleation of ice crystals from dust particles. The joint
histogram of number concentrations of ice crystals, Ni, and mass concentrations of ice
crystals, mi, show a systematic increase in Ni of 30 L−1 which corresponds to an increase
of Ni in the order of 100 % (Fig. 6.10). An increase of Ni in the order 30 L−1 corresponds
to roughly 1 % of Nd which nucleate to ice crystals in the considered temperature range.
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REF
C
Fig. 6.10.: Domain wide joint histogram of number and mass concentrations for ice crystals cal-
culated for grid points with Nd ≥ 1 cm−3 and two temperatures ranges above and
below 235 K for 26–29 May 2008. The top row shows results from simulation REF.
The bottom row shows results from simulations C.
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Additionally, the distribution of Ni is broadening from a narrow distribution of Ni in case
REF centered at low Ni in the order of 15 L−1 to a wide distribution centered at Ni in
the order of 60 L−1. This can be explained by the more variable distribution of Nd in
comparison to the distribution of soot particle IN in case REF.
The more efficient ice nucleation in the temperature range between 273 to 235 K from
heterogeneous freezing of the dust particles has an impact on the glaciation of mixed
phase clouds. Though the freezing of cloud droplets in the realized simulations is in-
dependent of the simulated aerosol particles, the enhanced ice nucleation involving the
dust particles is able to modify the cloud droplet distribution for temperature below
263 K (Fig. 6.11). The total number of grid points with mc > 0 is significantly reduced
in case C with respect to case REF. In particular, grid points with low mc and Nc are
strongly decreased in number. This is due to the Bergeron-Findeisen process, where
ice crystals grow at the expense of the existing water droplets due to the difference in
saturation ratio with respect to water and ice. The total number of grid points containing
cloud water decreased by 61 % in simulation C with respect to simulation REF in the
temperature range between 263 to 235 K.
For atmospheric layers above the level of homogeneous freezing (T < 235 K), the
joint histograms of mi and Ni are very similar in both simulations (Fig. 6.10). At this
temperature, the heterogeneous freezing of the dust particles has to compete with the
homogeneous freezing of the aerosol droplets for water vapor during the ice nucleation.
An increasing number of heterogeneous freezing particles, Nhet, will at first decrease
the maximum ice supersaturation during the nucleation event and therefore decrease the
total number of nucleated ice crystals because homogeneous freezing is less effective.
The value for which Nhet completely inhibits homogeneous freezing is defined as Nlim
(Sect. 4.2). For Nhet greater than Nlim, heterogeneous freezing is the only contributor
to ice crystal number concentration and will increase with increasing Nd (Barahona and
Nenes, 2009a).
In Fig. 6.12 the joint histogram of Nhet and Nlim is shown for simulation REF and C.
In the former, Nhet is mostly lower than 10 L−1 with only few grid points where Nhet
exeeds Nlim for conditions with Nlim lower than 60 L−1. In the latter simulation, Nhet is
generally much higher due to the heterogeneous freezing of the dust particles, but rarely
exceeds 100 L−1. Therefore Nhet is mostly below Nlim and is not able to significantly
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REF C
Fig. 6.11.: Domain wide joint histogram of number and mass concentrations for cloud droplets
calculated for grid points with Nd ≥ 1 cm−3 and temperatures between 263 K and
235 K for 26–29 May 2008 and simulation REF and C.
REF C
Fig. 6.12.: Joint histogram of heterogeneously nucleated ice crystals and Nlim, calculated for grid
points with Nd ≥ 0.1 cm−3. The dashed line highlights the limit between combined
heterogeneous-homogeneous freezing (below the line) and pure heterogeneous freez-
ing only (above the line).
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impact Ni. For relatively few conditions (with Nlim lower than 100 L−1) Nhet is able to
exceed Nlim.
6.4. Impact on Cloud Properties and Radiation
The previous section focused on the net impact of the dust particles on cloud droplet
and ice crystal number concentration for the whole model domain during the simulation
period. Systematically higher values in ice crystal number concentration were found for
atmospheric layers between freezing level and the level of homogeneous freezing in case
C in comparison to case REF. This has numerous consequences on cloud properties. For
instance, the more effective glaciation of mixed phase clouds in simulation C, which
has potential consequences on the vertical distribution of the latent heat release and the
dynamic development of the clouds. The higher number concentrations in Ni (but similar
values for mi) in both simulations causes difference in the size of the ice crystals and
therefore has consequences on the sedimentation velocity of the ice crystals and on the
optical properties of the ice clouds. Shortwave radiation is scattered more efficiently by
smaller ice crystals, which results in optically thicker clouds. In Fig. 6.13 the difference
in the net surface shortwave radiation flux, Fsw, around noon at the 26 to 29 May and
the difference in the net surface longwave radiation flux, Flw, around midnight at the
26 to 29 May between simulation C and REF is shown as a function of the vertically
averaged Nd at cloud ice containing grid cells in case C. During noon, the distribution of
the differences in Fsw show a decrease as a function of Nd reaching −75 W m−2 at Nd =
100 cm−3. The distribution of differences in Flw show a slight increase as a function of
Nd. This can be explained by the less effective sedimentation of the smaller ice crystals
which can cause a slight increase in the ice water path.
The temporal evolution of the median effective radii of cloud droplets, rc, and ice
crystals, ri, calculated for domain D1, in simulation C and REF is shown in Fig. 6.14.
For rc slightly lower values occur in case C with maximum differences to case REF
mostly lower than 1 µm. In contrast, ri is significantly lower in simulation C in the
order of 10 µm to 25 µm. The difference in ri scales with the time evolution of the
magnitude of ri. Small ri indicate that ice clouds occur mainly at greater heights, where
the difference in ri is much smaller due to the controlling influence of homogeneous
freezing.
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Fig. 6.13.: Joint PDFs of differences (C minus REF) in surface net shortwave radiation flux
around noon (left) and in surface net longwave radiation flux around midnight (right)
compared with the average dust concentration at grid points containing cloud ice (C).
The dashed line is the result of a linear regression fit of the data.
Figure 6.15 shows the temporal evolution of domain averaged cloud properties and
radiation fluxes in simulation C and REF. The temporal evolution of averaged vertical
integrated cloud water content, LWP, and ice water content, IWP, shows values of sim-
ilar magnitude in simulation C and REF with positive and negative difference of a few
percent. Whereas LWP shows most of the time slightly lower values and IWP slightly
higher values in case C. Differences in LWP and IWP are mainly caused by differences
in the dynamics of the cloud systems. The average in-cloud vertical velocity, wcloud,
shows slightly higher values in case C during the first three days of the dust event. This
can be explained by more effective glaciation of mixed phase clouds in case C and the
additional release of latent heat. On the last day wcloud is lower in simulation C which
is also reflected in a lower LWP. In general, differences in dynamics can be driven
by different processes, e.g. changes in radiation and consequently temperature caused
by modified cloud properties, and are hard to relate directly with a specific individual
process.
In both simulations, the average hourly precipitation rate, R1h, is almost identical.
Difference in R1h scale mostly with the differences in LWP and IWP, e.g. during the
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Fig. 6.14.: Time series of the average effective radii of cloud droplets rc and ice crystal ri of
domain D1. Solid lines are results from simulation C and dashed lines are results
from simulation REF. rc is calculated for gridpoints with a cloud water mass mixing
ratio greater than 0.05 g kg−1 and ri for ice crystal mass mixing ratios of more than
0.001 g kg−1.
last two days of the dust event were the largest differences occur. Despite the almost
identical R1h, the local differences can be large due to spatial shifts in the distribution of
precipitation.
The domain average Fsw shows systematic differences between simulation C and REF
with lower values in simulation C. The maximum Fsw is reduced significantly in case C
by 10 to 20 W m−2. The largest difference in Fsw occurs on 27 May with 20 W m−2
lower values in case C. During this day the dust amount is highest in the model domain.
Because LWP and IWP are almost identical in both simulations, the difference in Fsw
can be directly related to the impact of the dust particles on the radiative properties of
the ice clouds in case C (Fig. 6.13). The temporal evolution of the average Flw shows
only small differences between simulation C and REF with a maximum of +1.5 W m−2.
The difference in the net radiation fluxes at the surface have an impact on the simu-
lated temperatures. The domain averaged daily temperature maximum of the tempera-
ture in a height of 2 m above ground, T2 m is up to 0.3 K lower in case C than in case
REF. T2 m is lower in case C until the daily temperature minimum is reached in the early
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Fig. 6.15.: Time series of dust optical thickness (τdust), cloud properties (wcloud, LWP, and IWP),
precipitation rate (R1h), net surface radiation fluxes (Fsw and Flw), and temperature
(T2 m) averaged for domain D1 for simulation C (black solid lines), REF (black dashed
lines), CR (gray dashed lines), and R (dotted gray lines). Differences between simu-
lation C and REF are highlighted with shadings.
morning, where T2 m in both simulations converge again. Despite the small difference in
the domain average T2 m, the differences are locally much larger. This will be discussed
in Sect. 6.6.
6.5. Direct Dust Impact on Radiation
Until now, only the impact of dust on the atmospheric state due to the interaction of dust
particles with cloud microphysical and optical properties was investigated. During the
dust event the dust particles interact also directly with the radiative fluxes due to scat-
tering and absorption of short and longwave radiation. Results of simulation R, which
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considers only the direct interaction of dust particles with radiation, and simulation CR,
which includes additionally to the interaction with the clouds also the direct interaction
of dust particles with radiation, are shown together with the results of simulation C and
REF in Fig. 6.15.
The domain averaged dust optical depth at a wavelength of 550 nm, τdust, increases
during the dust event up to 0.36 at the 27 May. During the last two days of the dust event
τdust decreases again to 0.1. The additional direct interaction of the dust particles with
radiation in case CR causes lower values of Fsw of up to −80 W m−2 in maximum at 27
May in comparison to case REF. On the other days of the dust event the maximum Fsw
is 40 to 60 W m−2 lower in case CR with respect to case REF. Due to the interaction of
the dust particles with the longwave radiation fields Flw is in the order of 3 to 10 W m−2
higher in case CR in comparison to the cases C and REF.
The differences in Fsw and Flw between case CR and case C and the differences be-
tween case R and case REF are consistent. This shows that changes in cloud cover and
cloud properties induced by the direct interaction of the dust with radiation are negligible
in the presented case.
The direct impact of the dust particles in simulation CR causes lower daily maxima
of T2 m when compared to simulation C. The domain averaged T2 m is 0.5 K lower in CR
in comparison to REF at the 27 May. During the night T2 m converge in the different
simulations and get even slightly higher values of T2 m in case CR in comparison to C
due to the higher values of Flw.
The temperature decreases during the day in R in comparison with REF (by the direct
radiative impact of dust) and in C (by the interaction of dust with the cloud properties) in
comparison to REF are comparable in magnitude. The sum of both effects is comparable
with the temperature decrease in CR in comparison to REF (by the combined direct
radiative impact of dust and the interaction of dust with the cloud properties).
Whether the direct impact on the radiation or the interaction with the clouds has the
larger impact on the domain averaged T2 m varies from day to day depending on the
spatial distribution of clouds and dust particles.
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C - REF CR - REF
Fig. 6.16.: Mean difference in T2 m at 12:00 UTC and 24:00 UTC from 26–29 May 2008 and total
mean difference in T2 m from 26–29 May 2008 between simulation C and REF (left
column) and simulation CR and REF (right column).
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6.6. Impact on T2m
In Fig. 6.16 the impact of the dust on average T2 m is depicted for interaction with cloud
properties only (C minus REF) and for direct interaction with radiation together with
the interaction with cloud properties (CR minus REF) for the whole model domain. The
T2 m for case C at noon is systematically lower over the continent by −0.2 to −1 K. Iso-
lated areas where T2 m in case C is higher than in case REF can be attributed to small
spatial and temporal differences in the distribution of the clouds. The difference in T2 m
at midnight is lower in comparison to noon time. The T2 m at midnight in case C is
lower by −0.1 to −0.4 K over the continent. The maximum difference is in the eastern
part of France. On average over the whole dust event (26–29 May) T2 m in case C is
systematically lower than in case REF by −0.2 to −0.5 K over the continent. The max-
imum differences in T2 m are in the areas of the maximum average dust concentrations
(Fig. 6.6).
The average difference in T2 m from combined interaction of dust with clouds and
radiation (difference between simulation CR and REF) shows negative values during
noon time of up to −1.8 K in the areas of the maximum dust concentrations. During
midnight, the average difference in T2 m is only negative in the areas with a high negative
difference during daytime. In all other areas the difference is slightly positive with values
up to +1 K locally. The average difference in T2 m between the simulations CR and REF
calculated for the whole period of the dust event shows systematically negative values
in the order of −0.2 K for the whole continent with maxima up to −1 K locally.
As mentioned before, an analysis of the weather forecast results for SW-Germany
showed too high T2 m (by up to +2 K) in comparison with station observations in the
afternoon during the dust event. In the early morning hours, the predicted T2 m were
almost identical with the observations (Fig. 6.1).
In Fig. 6.17 the temporal evolution of the simulated T2 m averaged over an area includ-
ing SW-Germany, Ω, is shown for REF, C, R, and CR. The differences in T2 m between
C, R, and CR and REF reaches the maximum values in the afternoon. In the early morn-
ing hours T2 m in the different simulations converge and are almost identical. This is in
agreement with the daily evolution of the bias between operational forecast and observa-
tions. Beside the 28 May, T2 m in case R is higher (+0.1 K to +0.3 K) during the night in
comparison to REF due to the higher incoming longwave radiation at the surface (Fig.
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6.15). The average difference is -0.28 K between C and REF, -0.15 K between R and
REF, and -0.32 K between CR and REF during the 26–29 May 2008. The differences
between C and REF, and R and REF are of similar magnitude during day time, whereas
the impact of dust on T2 m was dominated by the interaction of dust with clouds at the
26 May and 29 May and by the direct interaction of dust with radiation at the 27 May
and 28 May. The difference between CR and REF reaches −0.65 K to −1 K at the af-
ternoon, which is consistent with the sum of the differences between R and REF, and C
and REF most of the time. This shows that the additional direct radiation impact of dust
in CR does not significantly modify the simulated clouds. This indicates that so-called
semi-direct effects of the dust, which describe the modification of cloudiness caused by
an increase in temperature due to absorption of particles in the cloud layers for instance,
are of minor importance in this case.
The simulation results presented in this study indicate that the bias in the operational
weather forecast can be attributed to the missing interaction of the dust particles with
clouds and radiation. Although the observed bias of T2 m in the weather forecast is two
times larger than the simulated maximum difference in T2 m in the area Ω; the daily cy-
cles are comparable. The differences in the magnitude can be explained by uncertainties
in the cloud cover and in the exact position of the dust plume; e.g. the differences in T2 m
in Eastern France reach magnitudes comparable to the observed bias.
Both processes (the interaction with clouds and the direct interaction with the radia-
tion) contribute in a similar magnitude to the simulated differences in T2 m. Whether the
direct impact on the radiation or the interaction with the clouds has the bigger impact on
T2 m depends on the spatial distribution of clouds and dust particles.
6.7. Conclusions
The impact of mineral dust particles on clouds, radiation, and atmospheric state dur-
ing a strong Saharan dust event over Europe in May 2008 was investigated, applying
a comprehensive online-coupled regional model framework that explicitly treats particle
microphysics and chemical composition. Sophisticated parameterizations for aerosol
activation and ice nucleation, together with two-moment cloud microphysics are used to




Fig. 6.17.: Temporal evolution of T2 m for the individual simulations (top) and differences in T2 m
of the individual simulations with respect to case REF for area Ω (see Fig. 6.16). Ad-
ditionally to the difference between CR and REF (bottom) the sum of the differences
between R and REF, and between C and REF is shown (dotted line, C+R).
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It was shown that the model framework is able to reproduce the measured aerosol
mass concentrations during the dust event reasonably well and capture the aerosol back-
ground before the arrival of the dust, as well as the spatial distributions of the clouds
in comparison with satellite measurements. Dust particles act as CCN and IN in the
atmosphere and can interact with clouds in several ways depending on the atmospheric
conditions and cloud type.
For temperatures lower than the level of homogeneous freezing the dust particles have
to compete with the homogeneous freezing of liquid aerosol particles for water vapor
during the ice nucleation. Though the concentration of frozen dust particles is up to
100 L−1 during the ice nucleation events no significant impact on the number and mass
concentration of ice crystals was found in this temperature range.
The impact of the dust on cloud droplet number concentration was found to be low,
with just a slight increase in cloud droplet number concentration for both uncoated and
coated dust. The number of activated dust particles was found to be in the order of 1 to
20 cm−3, with higher numbers in the case of the coated dust particles. The additional
activation of dust particles caused lower maximum supersaturations during the activation
process, especially in the case of the coated dust particles.
Mineral dust particles are found to have the largest impact on clouds in a temperature
range between freezing level and the level of homogeneous freezing, where they deter-
mine the number concentration of ice crystals due to efficient heterogeneous freezing
of the dust particles and modify the glaciation of mixed phase clouds. Our simulations
show that during the dust events ice crystals concentrations were increased twofold in
this temperature range in comparison to a reference simulations which neglects the in-
teraction of the dust with the atmosphere. As a consequence the liquid water fraction
was reduced significantly with 60 % less grid points containing cloud water in the tem-
perature range between 263 K to 235 K.
The strong increase in ice crystal number concentration has an influence on the op-
tical properties of the ice clouds during the time of the dust event due to a significant
decrease of effective radii of the ice crystals in the order of up to −25 µm on average.
It was shown that depending on the number concentration of dust available for ice nu-
cleation the incoming short-wave radiation at the surface was reduced up to−75 W m−2
at Nd = 100 cm−3. Consequently, a reduction in surface temperature in the order of up
to 1 K over Europe during the day time arises from aerosol-cloud interactions. In the
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morning hours, the surface temperatures agree again between the different simulations.
On average over the whole period of the dust event a reduction in surface temperature
in the order of −0.2 K to −0.4 K was found in the eastern part of France and Western
Germany.
The simulated aerosol optical thickness of the dust particles was found to be in the
order of 0.2 to 0.5 on average during the dust event over Europe. This caused an addi-
tional reduction in the incoming short-wave radiation which was found to be in the order
of −80 W m−2 on 27 May. On the other days of the event the reduction was found to be
in the order of −40 to −60 W m−2. In contrast to the aerosol-cloud interaction only, the
incoming long-wave radiation at the surface was increased significantly in the order of
+10 W m−2.
The direct impact on radiation together with the impact on the clouds caused lower
surface temperatures of up to −1.8 K in the areas of the maximum dust concentrations
during the daytime. Due to the enhanced incoming long-wave radiation a temperatures
increase was found for most parts of Europe during the night time. Only in the areas
with the maximum temperature difference during the day the night temperatures were
still below the ones simulated neglecting the interaction of dust with the atmosphere.
On average the overall impact of the dust caused a reduction in surface temperature in
the order of−0.2 to−0.5 K for most parts of France, Germany, and Italy during the dust
event. The maximum difference in surface temperature was found in the East of France,
the Benelux, and Western Germany with up to −1 K.
The simulations suggest that the bias which was found in numerical weather forecast
during the period of the dust event can be explained by the missing aerosol cloud interac-
tion in current weather forecast simulations. Weather forecast models use climatological
aerosol conditions to represent the aerosol optical thickness and calculate ice crystal and
clouds droplet number concentrations. Hence they are not able to represent conditions
which differ significantly from the climatological values, which is the case during strong
dust events over Europe.
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7. Summary and Conclusions
In this thesis a new comprehensive model framework for the investigation of the inter-
action of atmospheric aerosol particles with clouds on the regional scale was presented,
which is able to simulate gas-phase, aerosol, and cloud processes with a comparable
level of complexity. New aspects of aerosol-cloud interaction resulting from the explicit
simulation of the aerosol chemical and physical properties were highlighted. The im-
pact of natural and anthropogenic aerosol particles on cloud properties and precipitation
was studied and quantified for Western Europe in two case studies focusing on different
aspects of aerosol-cloud interaction.
Aerosol particles interact with clouds by acting as condensation or freezing nuclei
during cloud formation with numerous consequences for cloud properties and cloud de-
velopment. The regional model-framework COSMO-ART was extended to consider
the activation of aerosol particles, homogeneous and heterogeneous freezing of aerosol
particles, the impact on cloud microphysics and precipitation, and the impact on cloud
optical properties. For the representation of activation and freezing of aerosol parti-
cles, new comprehensive parameterizations were included to consider the physical and
chemical properties of the simulated aerosol population as well as the competition of
the different aerosol particles for water vapor. To analyze the complex feedback mecha-
nisms related to the cloud microphysical processes, a comprehensive cloud scheme was
included in the model framework to simulate mass and number concentrations of cloud
droplets, ice crystals, rain, snow, graupel, and hail. To consider the impact of the vary-
ing cloud droplet and ice crystal size on cloud optical properties, new parameterizations
were introduced in the radiation scheme of COSMO-ART to calculate optical proper-
ties of cloud droplets and crystals as a function of their effective radius. As a result,
COSMO-ART is a unique and powerful tool to investigate the interaction of aerosol
particles with clouds and to quantify the impact of aerosol particles on precipitation,
radiation, and the state of the atmosphere.
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In the first study presented in this thesis the model framework was applied to Europe
for a period in August 2005, which was characterized by cloudy conditions and precip-
itation in large parts of the domain. This study focused on correlating the aerosol and
cloud distribution and the impact of aerosol particles acting as CCN on cloud number
concentration and precipitation.
It was found that the mean cloud droplet number concentration depends on the struc-
ture of the terrain. The orographically induced vertical velocities have a significant
impact on the activation of aerosol particles, resulting in a higher susceptibility of the
cloud droplet number concentration to CCN in more structured terrain. A terrain slope
parameter T S was presented to classify this dependency, and a simple parameterization
was presented to consider the relation of in-cloud updrafts and T S in large-scale models.
It was demonstrated that the distribution of CCN and clouds are strongly correlated. In
cloudy areas the concentration of CCN is increased in comparison to cloud-free areas,
especially at higher altitudes. It was shown that this is caused partly by an efficient
nucleation of secondary aerosol particles in the cloudy areas. As a consequence, the
explicit treatment of gas-phase photochemical processes is crucial to the simulation of
CCN distributions and, hence, to the quantification of processes related to the aerosol-
cloud interaction.
By giving a fixed aerosol distribution, the changes in cloud properties and precipita-
tion caused by aerosol variations were investigated. It was shown that the changes in
cloud droplet number concentration and cloud droplet radii are clearly correlated with
the change in the CCN concentration. The impact of aerosol variations on precipitation
was shown to be more complex, with a slightly enhanced precipitation in the maritime
stratus because of less CCN and spatial and temporal shifts in the precipitation over the
continent where mixed-phase clouds are dominant. To investigate the response of pre-
cipitation formation to aerosol changes in more detail, the precipitation susceptibility pa-
rameter, which relates the magnitude and sign of changes in the precipitation to changes
in the CCN concentration, was calculated for the whole model domain with an hourly
resolution. Thus, different clouds types and different development stages of the individ-
ual clouds were considered contrary to previous studies. It was shown that the hourly
precipitation susceptibility has a broad range of values, with positive and negative values
occurring almost in the same amount. This suggests that the aerosol impact on precip-
itation of individual clouds may differ substantially and that the aerosol-precipitation
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system is buffered well on the regional scale. The mean precipitation susceptibility was
slightly positive in the simulation, which indicates that at least for some specific condi-
tions, for instance in the early stage of cloud development and for ice-free stratus clouds,
an increase in CCN systematically slows down precipitation formation and vice versa.
By relating the absolute precipitation susceptibility to the cloud liquid water path, it was
shown that precipitation formation in clouds with a liquid water path in the order of 0.85
kg m−2 is most susceptible to aerosol changes.
In the second study presented in this thesis, the impact of mineral dust particles on
clouds, radiation, and atmospheric state during a strong Saharan dust event over Europe
in May 2008 was investigated. Using the new extended model framework, the compe-
tition of dust particles with anthropogenic and sea-salt particles during activation and
freezing could be simulated explicitly. Several simulations addressing different aspects
of the interaction of dust particles with clouds and radiation were presented to quan-
tify the impact of the individual processes on cloud properties, radiation, and 2-meter
temperature depending on the physical and chemical properties of the particles.
During the period of the dust event, a temperature bias was identified by operational
weather forecast. Weather forecast models use climatological aerosol conditions to rep-
resent the aerosol optical thickness and calculate ice crystal and cloud droplet number
concentrations. Hence, they are not able to represent conditions differing significantly
from the climatological values, which is the case during strong dust events over Eu-
rope. It was investigated whether the temperature bias observed during the dust event
can be explained by the interaction of the dust particles with clouds and the state of the
atmosphere.
It was found that the simulated dust plume as well as the simulated anthropogenic and
natural aerosol background was captured well spatially and temporally in the simulations
in comparison to surface aerosol measurements. It was shown that the model framework
is able to capture the spatial distribution of clouds reasonably well compared to satellite
measurements.
The impact of dust particles on the cloud droplet number concentrations was inves-
tigated for coated and uncoated dust particles. In both cases, the impact on the cloud
droplet number concentrations was low with a slight increase in the cloud droplet num-
ber concentrations only. The number of activated dust particles reached 1 to 20 cm−3,
with higher numbers in the case of the coated dust particles. This contributes a few per-
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cent only to the total number of activated particles. Additionally, the maximum super-
saturation with respect to water reached during cloud formation is lower, if dust particles
are present. This buffers the impact of the additional dust particles on the cloud droplet
number concentration especially in the case of coated dust particles, because fewer small
particles are activated at lower supersaturations. Both the low relative contribution to the
total number of activated particles and the feedback with the maximum supersaturation
explain the low impact of the dust particles on the cloud droplet number concentration
over Europe.
Dust particles are known to be efficient nuclei for ice formation in the atmosphere.
For temperatures below the level of homogeneous freezing (≈ 235 K), no significant
impact of the dust on the ice crystal number concentrations was found. At these temper-
atures, the freezing of dust competes with the homogeneous freezing of liquid aerosol
droplets. Although the number concentrations of freezing dust particles reached values
of up to 100 L−1, homogeneous freezing of droplets was the dominant process in this
temperature range.
The dust particles were found to significantly increase the ice crystal number concen-
tration by a factor of two for temperatures above the homogeneous freezing level during
the dust event. As a consequence, the glaciation of mixed-phase clouds was modified
with 60 % less grid points containing cloud water in the temperature range between
263 K and 235 K compared to the reference simulation, which neglects the interaction
of dust with the atmosphere.
The impact of dust-cloud interaction on the average cloud water path and average ice
water path was low, with changes of a few percent only. Whereas the average cloud water
path showed slightly lower values for the most of the time, the average ice water path
exhibited slightly higher values when the interaction of dust with clouds was included.
The increase in ice crystal number concentrations was found to have a significant im-
pact on the optical properties of the clouds due to a decrease of the effective radii of
the ice crystals of up to −25 µm on the average. It was shown that the net shortwave
radiation flux at the surface was reduced depending on the average dust number con-
centration at ice-containing grid points, with the values reaching up to −75 W m−2 for a
dust number concentration of 100 cm−3. The impact on the net longwave radiation flux
at the surface was less pronounced with a slight increase as a function of the average
dust concentration at ice-containing grid points.
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The impact of the dust particles on clouds and their optical properties caused a re-
duction of the 2-meter temperature during the dust event of up to -1 K. On the average,
a reduction of 2-meter temperature in the order of −0.2 K to −0.4 K was found in the
eastern part of France and Western Germany over the whole period of the dust event.
Besides their impact on clouds, dust particles modify the atmospheric radiation budget
directly by scattering and absorption of radiation. A simulation considering the direct
radiation impact of the dust particles only was presented and compared to the simulation
that included the interaction of dust with clouds only. It was shown that the direct impact
of dust significantly reduces the net shortwave radiation during the dust event by up to
−80 W m−2. In contrast to the interaction with clouds, however, also the net longwave
radiation at the surface is increased by 10 W m−2. As a result, the 2-meter temperatures
increase during the night, if the direct impact of dust on radiation is considered. Both
the dust impact on cloud properties and the direct dust impact on radiation caused dif-
ferences in the 2-meter temperature of similar magnitude during daytime. Depending on
the spatial distribution of clouds and dust particles, direct impact on radiation was larger
or smaller than the interaction with the clouds.
An additional simulation was carried to consider the direct impact on radiation to-
gether with the impact on the clouds. It was shown that the overall impact of the dust
particles caused lower 2-meter temperatures of up to −1.8 K in the areas of the maxi-
mum dust concentrations during daytime. At night, a temperature increase was found
in most parts of Europe due to the enhanced incoming long-wave radiation. Only in
the areas with the maximum temperature difference during daytime were the tempera-
tures at night still below those simulated by neglecting the interaction of dust with the
atmosphere.
An analysis of the temperature differences in the area where the temperature bias had
been detected by the operational weather forecast revealed that the direct impact of the
dust particles on radiation and the impact of the dust particles on clouds contributed
almost equally to the reduction of the 2-meter temperature in this area. A comparison
of the simulations treating both processes separately with the simulation including all
processes together showed that feedbacks between the direct radiation impact of dust
and clouds are of minor importance in this case.
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The presented results suggest that the bias found in the operational weather forecast
simulations during the time of the dust event can be explained by the missing aerosol-
cloud-radiation interaction in the current weather forecast simulations.
7.1. Overall Conclusions
The aim of this thesis was to improve our understanding of the aerosol-cloud interaction
by using a new sophisticated model framework. In the introduction general scientific
questions relating to the aerosol-cloud interaction were formulated.
Are there systematic patterns in the distributions of aerosol number and mass concen-
tration as well as cloud droplet number concentration? Are there close links between
them?
No direct correlation between the aerosol number concentration or aerosol
mass concentration and the cloud droplet number concentration was found.
This suggests that the aerosol size distribution and chemical composition
or directly the CCN concentration at a suitable supersaturation have to be
measured or simulated explicitly in studies focusing on the aerosol-cloud
interaction and cannot be replaced by, for instance, correlations of CCN with
the aerosol number or mass concentration only. It was shown that the cloud
droplet number concentrations correlate well with the CCN concentrations at
0.1 % supersaturation. (Sect. 5.2)
The aerosol number concentrations and CCN concentrations are significantly
enhanced in the vicinity of clouds in the presented simulations. The nucle-
ation of aerosol particles is enhanced in the vicinity of clouds. This indi-
cates that photochemical processes strongly influence the CCN distribution
in cloudy areas. (Sect. 5.4)
Is there a relation among the aerosol, topography, and cloud droplet number concentra-
tions?
The simulated mean in-cloud updrafts were shown to be higher in struc-
tured terrain than in flat terrain for Europe. As a consequence, the cloud
droplet number concentrations over structured terrain are more susceptible
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to variations of the CCN concentrations. This relationship of in-cloud up-
draft, aerosol concentration, and cloud droplet number concentration can be
used to improve the representation of sub-grid scale activation in large-scale
models. (Sect. 5.3)
How are precipitation patterns altered when the interactions of the aerosol particles and
cloud processes are taken into account on the regional scale? Are there any systematic
effects?
In the case study presented variations of the aerosol concentration caused
spatial and temporal shifts in the precipitation distribution over Europe and
the precipitation was slightly reduced over the ocean when aerosol concentra-
tion was increased. By an analysis of the hourly precipitation susceptibility
to CCN concentrations for Europe, it was found that clouds with a liquid
water path of approximately 0.85 kg m−2 are most susceptible to the CCN
concentration. It was shown that both increases and decreases in the precip-
itation rate are triggered by CCN changes of almost the same amount, with
a slight tendency to an increase in precipitation for a reduction in the CCN
concentration and vice versa. (Sect. 5.5)
Is there any significant aerosol impact on cloud properties and the radiation budget on
short time scales, especially during extraordinary aerosol events like dust storms?
The simulations of a dust event in May 2008 demonstrated that dust storms
modify cloud properties and the radiation budget over Europe significantly.
This is mainly due to the dust acting as nuclei for the formation of ice crys-
tals. The impact of coated and uncoated dust particles on cloud droplet num-
ber concentrations was shown to be low because of the high number concen-
trations of anthropogenic and sea salt particles. (Sect. 6.3)
The net shortwave radiation at the surface was decreased as a consequence of
the strongly decreased mean effective radius of the ice crystals and the direct
radiation impact of the dust. The net longwave radiation at the surface was
increased in both cases, with the direct impact of the dust being much more
pronounced. (Sect. 6.4 and Sect. 6.5)
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How strong is the impact of Saharan dust events on the 2-meter temperature and the
state of the atmosphere over Europe? Are there consequences for operational weather
forecast?
The analyzed Saharan dust event caused a systematic decrease of the 2-meter
temperature by -1 K in the dust-affected regions in Europe. The simulated
impact on 2-meter temperature is consistent with a bias detected in the op-
erational temperature forecast. This implies that aerosol conditions which
strongly deviate from climatological values cause systematic uncertainties in
the current operational weather forecast. For this reason, the simulation of
aerosol particles and their impact on clouds and radiation should be included
in future operational weather forecast models. (Sect. 6.6)
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i f inernally mixed Aitken mode
j f internally mixed Accumulation mode
ic internally mixed Aitken mode with soot core
jc internally mixed accumulation mode with soot core
so soot
da smallest dust mode
db medium dust mode
dc largest dust mode
sa smallest sea salt mode
sb medium sea salt mode
sc largest sea salt mode
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Variables










βe,x extinction coefficient of x
βx/y rate at which a critical cluster (phase x) gains a molecule by collision with















(Nenes and Seinfeld, 2003)
δ ba (y,y1,y2) equals a at y ≤ y1 and equals b for y ≥ y2 with a cubic interpolation in
between ( y1 < y < y2 )
εi insoluble volume fraction of a particle, εi = Vi/Vp
εs soluble volume fraction of a particle, εs = 1− εi
εs soluble volume fraction of a particle












































µ cosine of the solar zenith angle
µx chemical potential of component x
µx standard chemical potential of x
νs average dissociation factor of the soluble particle fraction
νs dissociation factor of a solute
Ωc diameter of the collision cross section formed by the grazing tracks of two
falling drops
Ωx baseline surface area mixing ratios given in (Phillips et al., 2008)
ωx single scattering albedo of x
ρs average density of the soluble particle fraction
ρx density of x
σx geometrical standard deviation of mode x
σx,y surface tension of the x–y interface
τ point in time when the critical supersaturation of a particle is reached.
τx optical depth of x
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Θ number of adsorbed layers of water molecules
υx mole volume of x
ξ δ 01 (T,268.15,271.15)
A = 4σv,wMwRT ρw
a constant in the CCN spectrum of Twomey (1959)




b constant in the CCN spectrum of Twomey (1959)
BFHH empirical constant in FHH adsorption theory
C empirical constant depending on AFHH and BFHH
c exponent depending on the hygroscopicity of a particle
cp specific heat capacity of air
CCN(s) CCN spectrum of an aerosol population
D diameter of an aerosol droplet
Dp,x median diameter of the dry number size distribution function of mode x
D̂w diameter of a water molecule
Dsat mean droplet diameter at saturation of particles with scrit < spart
D∗ droplet/cluster diameter at the maximum of ∆G
Dp dry diameter of a particle
Dv diffusivity of water vapor in air neglecting non-continuum effects
D′v diffusivity of water vapor in air onto a droplet
Dcrit critical droplet diameter for activation, Dcrit = D(scrit)
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E collection efficiency
e water vapor pressure
e◦ water vapor pressure in chemical equilibrium with a water surface
e◦s water vapor pressure in equilibrium with a solution droplet
e standard water vapor pressure, e = 1013.25hPa
eeq water vapor pressure in equilibrium with a water droplet
Fy turbulent flux of y = {Nx,mx} of x
fx geometric factor for heterogeneous nucleation of x
G Gibbs free energy
∆G∗x,y Gibbs free energy change accompanying the formation of a cluster (phasex)
with diameter D∗ in phase y
∆G‡ Change in Gibbs-free energy associated with breaking the water-water- bounds
and formation of water-ice- bounds
gx asymmetry factor of x
h Planck’s constant

















0 , and S
x
i,0 are given in
(Phillips et al., 2008)
Hx(si,T ) = min
(
hx +(1−hx)δ 10 [Sw(Si,T ),Sw,0,1],1
)
(Phillips et al., 2008)
I(x,y) condensation integral, where the parameters in the parentheses indicate the
supersaturation limits of the integration
IFHH(0,smax) contribution of activated insoluble particles to the condensation integral
Jx nucleation rate of x per unit time and per unit volume
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k Boltzmann constant
ka thermal conductivity of air
Kc collection kernel




(shom− si)−1, Jhom from Koop et al. (2000)
lx,y latent heat of phase change (x to y)
LWP liquid water path of clouds
ḿc mass of a single cloud drop
ṁx mass of a single molecule of x
mmaxi maximum mean ice crystal mass in the COSMO cloud scheme
Ms average molar mass of the soluble particle fraction
Mx molar mass of x
mx mass concentration of x
Mxy y-th moment of the number density size distribution of x
Ṅ total number concentration of molecules in a system
Ṅ‡ number of water molecules in contact with unit area of the ice surface












Nex/y number concentration of molecule clusters (phase x) in a metastable equi-
librium with phase y, ∆Gx/y = ∆G∗x/y
Ni0 = 100 m
−3
nβ relative distribution function of β
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N∗i number concentration of nucleating ice crystals
Nx number concentration of x
nx number of moles of component x
Nhet number concentration of ice crystals formed by heterogeneous freezing
N′het(si,T ) base heterogeneous freezing spectrum used in Phillips et al. (2008)
Nhom number concentration of ice crystals formed by homogeneous freezing
Nlim IN concentration that completely inhibits homogeneous nucleation
Nsat number concentration of droplets with scrit < spart
nw distribution of vertically averaged grid-scale vertical velocities inside cloud
nN,c(ḿc) droplet number mass distribution
nN(Dp) number density size distribution
n∗N(scrit) number density distribution with respect to scrit)













(Abdul-Razzak and Ghan, 2000)
P3,x = 0.5e(2.5ln
2 σx) (Abdul-Razzak and Ghan, 2000)
P4,x = 1+0.25lnσx (Abdul-Razzak and Ghan, 2000)
Qe extinction efficiency
R universal Gas constant
rx radius of x
rx,eff effective radius of a distribution of x
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S saturation ratio of air with respect to water, S = e/e◦
s supersaturation of air with respect to water
Srimmc
s+c→s
rate of change of mc due to collection of cloud water by snow (riming)




rate of change of Nc by self-collection of cloud droplets
SfreezNc
c→i
rate of change of Nc by freezing of cloud droplets
Saumc
c→r




rate of change of Nc by melting of ice crystals
Saccmc
r+c→r
rate of change of mc due to accretion of cloud droplets by raindrops
Sshedmc
s+c→r




Nx rate of change of Nx due to intramodal coagulation
Scoagy rate of change of y = {Nx,mx} due to intermodal coagulation
Scondy rate of change of mx due to condensation
Sconvy rate of change of y = {Nx,mx} due to sub-grid-scale convective transport
Snucy source rate of y = {Nx,mx} due to nucleation from the gas phase
Swashy rate of change of y = {Nx,mx} due to particles scavenging by precipitation
Si saturation ratio of air with respect to ice
si supersaturation of air with respect to ice
scrit critical supersaturation of an aerosol droplet with respect to water
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Seq equilibrium saturation ratio of a droplet with respect to water, Seq = eeq/e◦
seq equilibrium supersaturation of a droplet with respect to water, seq = Seq−1
shom homogeneous freezing threshold of the supersaturation with respect to ice
smax maximum supersaturation of the air reached during cloud formation
spart partitioning critical supersaturation (Nenes and Seinfeld, 2003)
si,max maximum supersaturation of air with respect to ice reached during cloud
formation
Syx rate of change of y for x due to parameterized processes
T temperature
T0 freezing point (273.15 K)
tc transmittance of a liquid cloud layer
tmax point in time when the maximum supersaturation is reached
T S terrain slope parameter
v three-dimensional wind vector
v′ sub-grid scale component of v
Vi volume of the insoluble part of a particle
Vp total particle volume
Vx volume concentration of x
w vertical velocity
wsedx average sedimentation velocity of x
wPDF center of a PDF of sub-grid scale vertical velocities
∆x horizontal grid size
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xi ice mass mixing ratio
xy mole fraction of y
y′x sub-grid scale component of y = {Nx,mx}
z vertical coordinate
zcb height of cloud base
zct height of the cloud top
Zx/y Zeldovich factor for the nucleation of phase x in phase y
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